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_::_:_ PREFACE
This report presents the results of a study to deter_l.ne wetsht
esttuuating relationships and recurring production cost estimating rela-
tionships for helicopters at the system level. This study was sponsored
by the NatlonalAeronsutlcs and Space Admlni_tratlon under contract
number NAS2-8703, Hr. Joseph L. Anderson monitored the study for the
V/STOL Syst_s Office of the V/STOL Aircraft Technology D1vlslon, Ames
Research Ceater. Work was performed at fro separate Intervals, between
February and Oetobsr, 1977, and betveen December, 1978, and January,
1980, by the Economic Analysls Division of Science Appllcations, Inc.
(sAx).
PREC£DI_GPAGEBLANK_OT FtLM£D
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EXECUTIVESb_ARY
This report presents the results of a NASA-sponsored study to develop
weight est/_mtlng relatlonshlps (WERs) and recurring production cost estl-
_:_," mating relatlonehlps (CL_,s) for helicopters at the system level. The sys-
.i _ t,s c_nsldered in th_s report correspond to the standard--18ht groups
; _!iiI d¢_Ined In Rilltary Standard 1374A. They are:
'::i) Wing Propul s ion EI ec t r Ice I
i ::.ii_" Rotor FUght Controls Avionics
: :J_!__i: Body Instruments Air Condit ionlng
Nacelle Pneumatlcs Load and Handling
These systems make up a comp].ete hellcopter.
The W_Rs esti_te system level weight based on performance or design
charscterlstlcs which are aval.;_b1_ durlng concept iorruIatlon or the pre-
I/_Inary design phase,
The CER (or CERs in some ca_es) for each system utillze weight (elt he¢
actual or estimated using the appropriate WER) and production quantity as
the key parameters, The CERs provide a very useful tool for making prellm-
Inary estimates of the recurring production cost of a helicopter. Although
the CERs are based on current technology, any systems which Involve new designs
and technologles* should be analyzed in greater detail using the CER based on
current technology as a point of departure.
The weight estimating relatlonshlps were developed by performing var-
ious statistical analyses_ including regressions on design and performance
* It is unlikely that a hellcopter which utilizes new technologies for every
system will be designed or produced in the foreseeable future. Rather,
future helicopters will probably be derivatives of current ones. There-
fore, many of the CERs provided will be appropriate for estimating the
costs of future helicopter designs.
Pr_f.CEDiNGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
characteristics and system (or subsystem) level weights for a wide variety
of helicopters. Our data bank included over seventy helicopters, both
military and commercial, with manufacturer's empty weights ranging from
about 1,000 to over 30,000 pounds. After these data were adjusted to exclude
_ more than one model of each helicopter type and, thereby, avoid biasing the
WERs obtained, thirty different helicopters were represented.
The discussion provided for each system level WER notes alternative
determination (r2). Detailed weight data, design and performance data are
also included.
Detailed cost data were available for only some helicopter systems.
These data were regressed against corresponding weights to develop CERs.
In order to develop cost estimating relationships for systems for which
costs were not reported, novel methods and sources were used. One such
source was helicopter industry subcontractors with extensive experience
in supplying major components and subassemblies. They were contacted and
interviewed. The general cost information which they provided on major
components and subassemblies was then aggregated by system according to
_ the proportion of total system weight. Also, cost data provided in our
previous report (l), for transport aircraft systems were used as a cross
check or as a primary source where research indicated that this was appro-
priate.
Since the cost data varied substantially in terms of quality, con-
fidence values were developed for each CER based on an evaluation of its
data sources. Thus, anyone using the CERs has a basis for determining which
ones he should be most confident of and which he might want to confirm or
augment by using other data sources (such as company proprietary information)
to which he might have access.
In summary, this report provides weight estimating relationships and
cost estimating relationships for each helicopter system. Together, these
* Numbers in parentheses correspond to the document of the same number
cited in the References.
xli
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enable rec_rrlng production costs to be estimated based on information
, i_ available during concept formulation or the preliminary design phase.
'_ Because they are at the system level, selected WERs and CERs m_y be mod-
,,_i:: ifled to reflect new designs or technologies and the sen_Itlvlty of total
weight and cost to them may be evaluated.
independent variables included in them has deliberately been kept as small
as would be consistent with reasonable accuracy** At later stages of
!i
design, accuracy m_y be improved through the use of more complex, computer-
based models such as those developed by helicopter manufacturers for In-
house use, _*
* Specifically, only twelve independent variables are Included in t'_e WERs,
while the CERs are a function of only weight and quantity.
** For example, a set of WERs developed and used by one manufacturer included
over 150 independent variables.
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INTRODUCTION
A. OBJECTIVEI
:: The objective of tht0 report 1B to provide a rapid and e4_y means
for e_tl_tting the recurring production cost of helieoptern at the mystem
level. In this report the systt'_ lovel refers to the etRhteen major syg-
t_ sho_ £n F_ure 1.1. The_e _y_t_s correspond to the atand^rd weight
groups defined in Hilitary Stat_ard 1374A. Several of these syst_s have
been broken into subsystem_ so that their coats *t_aybe estir_ted wlth
greater accuracy.
The recurrln 8 productlon cost estlmatlng relatlonshlps (CElls) pre_
eented in this report should be useful to the NASA and to other _overnn_mt
ag_neles, as well as to commercial and research firms for making estimates
of _he recurrln_ production cost impact of alternative concept_ml hellcopter
designs, technologles, _aterials and _anufacturlnR methods during concept
formulation and the preliminary design phase. Also, these esttn_tes can be
u_ed by the NASA in screenlns and evaluating tha user cost impact of poten-
tl_l aeronautical research and development programs uhich it might sponsor.
Cost estimates made with this model should also be quite useful in dcveloplng
initial design to cost (DTC) targets and in performing system design trade-
off studies during prellmlv_ry design. These _:apabili_xesare made possible
by the dlsag_regated nature of the CERs, which permits the user to modify
them to reflect atypical designs.
The CERs estlm_te recucrfng production costs as a function of weight
and production quantity. If kmo_n_ actual weights may be used. If not, a
set of corresponding system level weight esti_tlng relationships (WERs)
has been developed to estimate system level weight based upon performance
or design characteristics available when the helicopter i_ in the early
conceptual sta_es.
r
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Figure I. |
'_ _ELICOPTERSY_TF=_S*
:! 1. Wing
!!. 2. Rotor
^. T_il Rotor
i 8. Tail Structure
4. i_ody
[ 5. Alighting Gear
I 6. Nacelle
i 7. Propulsion
A, PowerplantB. Driv
C. Fuel
• 8, Flight Controls (Les_ Autopiio:)
9. Auxiliary Power
10. Inst ruraents
11. Hydraulics
12. Pneu_at tc_
13. Electrical
14. Avionics (Including Autopilot)
15. Furnishings and Equlp,ment
16. Air Conditioning
17. _ tl-lcing
18. 1.oad and IL_ndltng
_mufacturer's F_,pty Weight (:4EW)
P
t
* The.,ze sy.,_terns correspond exactly to the ._tandard weight groups deflred
In ,_lilttary Stat_d;_rd 1374A, except that the Nllitary .qtandard co _,ine:,
hydraulics zmd pneum:_ttcs into one st,mdard weight group,
1-2
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B. BACKCROUh_
Early weight estlr_tln 5 relationships _or aircraft assumed tt_t sub-
sequent or future aircraft voted be _uch like their predecessors, poastbly
!:_i_, only larger or with more e1_glnea. These early relationships estimated In
a gro.s way the _anufactur_d weight of the .lrcraft le_s its engines. Many
_ _ adjustments were required to make these sL_,ple relationships agree with the::__
_ planned design of the new aircraft.
A otmllar situation e×iateo with respect to cost estimating relation-
ships. In the ,_!d-1960,,;, the _illtary became concerned with the cost of
their weapon sy.qte_m, As a result, their planners had to develop methods
t to estimate the rusts of new systems. In 1964, the Planning Research Cor-
poration publxshed the first cost catty, sting relationships for military
aircraft. The Rand Corporation has continued this to the present. The
Rand Corporation has included RDT_:Eairframe, engines, and sor0e eeaponry
in its cost estimating relationships. These relationships are based on past
aircraft purchases and provide coat estimates at the total airframe level.
In assessing and prioritlzlng _ts aeronautical research programs, the
NASAfound that the Rand methods _ere not uholly satisfactory because it
was necessary to r_ake many detailed calculations and perform much analysis
outside of the model to account for the incorporation of any n_w technol-
ogies.
Manufactuzers have usually relied upon det,,lled industrial engineering
estimates at the component level. To do this, the estimator specifies cm:h
engineering task, tool requirement and production operation based upon a set
of detailed drawing,,_. _hen ordinary operations and equipment will be re-
quired, _tandard cost factors are applied. If new techniques are to be used,
cost factors must be developed. Industrial engineertng estimates require an
cxtraordt_ary amount of time and mm_po_:er and, beca.se of this and their
limited accuracy, they are n_.,t warranted for prelf_:_im_ry dest_:n purposes.
I The NA,_A reco_-nized _he _,'.edto develop a cost model at the sys-
tem level which would enable consideration of the costs of alternative
I-3
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designs wi_h a frac:lon of the manpower required by the Industrial engi-
neering approach. Science Applications_ Inc, (SAI) was given a contract
!_ to develop much a model. This effort was Inltlally devoted to milltary
and commercial transport aircraft. A model wss developed vhlch estlmates
the recurring produc_xon cost of existin 8 transport aircraft within ten
_!i_i percent of their actual cost. This model is documented in NASACR 151970,
Parametrlc S_zdy o_ Transport A_rcraft gystems Cost and Wel_ht.
The NASA recognized the m_ed for a similar capability to estimate
the recurring production cost o_ helicopters at the system level. Since
SAI was experienced in successfully developing such a methodology for trans-
port aircraft and had developed an extensive cost data base for helicopters, (2)
it was selected by the NASA to perform this study.
C. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT
The assumptlonst analytical approach and methodology used in this
study are discussed in Sections 2 and 3, for welght and cost resDectlvely,
and the complete sets of WERs and CERs developed are provided therein.
The NERs nnd CERs developed for each system or subsystem are examined and
discussed In detail in Sections 4 and 5.
J_
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SECTION 2
i_ SU_,_tRY OF WEIGHT ANALYSIS AND ML_{ODOLOGY
Weight and technical data were collected for over 70 military and com-
+
i m_rclal helicopter types and models. _lese data were screened to establish
a representative group of 30 helicopters from whlch weight estimating rela-
tlonM_Ips (W_3L_) were developed for the 18 systems presented in Figure I.I.
_e objective of and methodology used to accomplish this part of the study
are discussed below. Then, su_uary information and system level weight data
are presented for the helicopters included in the data banks. Next, the
WERs are presented in summary form. Finally, example applications of the
k_Rs are provided. Relevant technical information and the specific data and
methodology used in developing each WER are discussed In derail in Section 4.
A. OIUECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY
As noted earlier, the primary objective of this study was to develop
rapid and easy means for estimating recurring production costs for helicop-
ters at tile system level. Cost has been found to correlate very well with
weight. However, actual weights are obviously not available during the
conceptual design phase. Therefore, reliable WERs for system level weights
which would be compatible with the system and subsystem breakdown of the
CERs _ere required.
Weight, performance and design data were collected for nearly 50 dif-
ferent helicopter models, comprising more than 70 types. The primary source
for these data was information developed by AAVSCOM. However, these data
were augmented with information from Jane's All the World's Aircraft, DMS
Market Intelllgence Reports, and manufacturers' weight statementsp as appro-
prlatc.
Determination of Data Base and Vallditv of Data Points
From our initial data batzk of 70 helicopters, some were deleted in order
I
; to create a more representative sample and to reduce bias. These adjustments
were made for the following reasons:
i 2-I
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• All experimental (paper) designs were eliminated from the
sample (although prototypes were included) as it was felt
they might not be representative of existing technologies
or designs,
• Dupllcatlons of a basic helicopter model may cause regression
_:_. blas in an equation, Thls is especially true for larger models,
In such cases, the most "representative" model #as included in
the data base. For example, the data included the UH-IB, _I-IC,
UII-IE, UH-IF, UH-IH and UH-IN, yet only the _-IH was incorpo-
rated in our sample. (The [RI-2B and -2D are an exception, since
the weights of their systems are almost completely different and
the HEW for the UH-2D is about 19 percent greater than that of
the UII-2B). On the other hand, when two different types of the
same helicopter model employed obviously different designs or
technologies, both were included. For example, the UH-IN was
used in addition to tile UH-IH for the nacelle system, since
they had different numbers of engines.
• Data may be missing or unreliable. For example, smaller nacelles
usually had no defined surface area (due to their location in the
fuselage). Therefore, they were not included in deriving the
weight estimating relationship.
• Data points may be significantly above or below the general trend
llne for unknown reasons. Complex statistical procedures were
applied to confirm suspect data points as "outllers" and to
Justify their exclusion. If the reason for an "outlier" even-
tually became known, it was included in the weight estimating
relationship by use of a "dunmly variable."
• Data for extraordinarily large helicopters often resulted in some
unt, sually high correlations and/or sudden shifts in slope. For
example, in the fuel system, the inclusion of data points for
models wlth design gross weight greater than I00,000 pounds
caused the coefficient of determination to increase from .77 to
2-2
.95, even though the effect on tile slope was small. Typlcally,
however, for most estimating relationships, system weights for
large models cause significant changes in slope as well as in
correlation. Weight estimating relationships which Include
large helicopters usually have large negative intercepts as
_ well as steeper slopesp which might result in negative weight
estimates for small models. Therefore, such data points were
excluded from the sample.
The helicopter models which are included in our basic sample are listed
in Table 2.1, together with information on the manufacturer, common name,
primary user, mission, l_anufacturer's empty weight (MEW), design gross weight
(Wg) , and takeoff gross weight (TOGW). System level weights, which sum to
MEW, are presented in Table 2.2.
For individual systems, the basic sample was augmented with other data
as approprlate_ _q_en thls was done, relevant infor,_atlon is included in the
detailed weight analyses in Section 4.
Formulation of Weight Estimating Relationships
The system level weights were examined to determine their relationship
with various design and/or performance characteristics which should be avail-
able early in the design phase. Twelve characteristics are used in the equa-
tions. They are listed in Table 2.3, together with the approximate percent-
age of manufacturer's empty weight which they estimate. Four of these char-
acteristics estimate about 88 percent of HEW. As shown, design gross weight
is a key variable. It is equal to manufacturer's planned empty weight plus
useful load. It correlates very well with takeoff gross weight (differences
can be explained as planned vs. actual). However, design gross weight was
used instead of takeoff gross weight because it is established during the
preliminary design phase.
WERs were developed by determining the relationship between weight and
one or more design or perforlnan_:e characteristics. The WERs provided are
typically characterized by a slope and an intercept which ha_,e been statis-
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Table 2.1
S6_ARY OF HELICOPTER WEIGHT DATA BASE
HELICOPTER MANUFAC-
MODEL TURER COMMON NAME MISSION PRIMARY USER .MEW W TOCW
269A Hughes 985 1,600 1,582
OH-GA .Hughes Cayuse Light observation U.S. Army 1,202 2,400 2,400
helicopter
TH-57A Bell Kiowa-Sea Ranger Observation,recon- U.S. Navy 1,535 2,900 2,555
naissance,fire sup-
port,utility,training
OH-58A Bell Kiowa Light observation U.S. Army 1,545 3,000 3,000
helicopter
OH-2_; Hiller 1,905 2,800 2,620
!
OH-13S Bell Scout helicopter U.S. Army 1,926 2,850 2,850
B0105 Vertol Fxecutlve Executive transport Commercial 2,342 4,630 4,569
286 Lockheed 2,981 4,700 4,700
L_-IH Bell Iroquois General purpose, U.S. Army 5,235 6,600 6,654
Assault/transport U.S. Air Force
H-5ZA Sikorsky Prototype_never 5,585 7,500 8,308
produced
b_-19D Sikorsky Troop movement/ U.S. Army 5,831 7,100 7,2C0
medical _vacuation U.S. Air Force
UH-2B Kaman Seasprite U.S. Navy 5,909 7,378 8,362
Table 2.1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF HELICOPTER WEIGHT DATA BASE
HELICOPTER MAN.FAt- W
MODEL TURER COt'k_fONN_4X MISSION PRIMARY U_ER MEW _ TOCW
A/I-16C Bell 6,913 I0,000 N/A
UH-2D Kaman Seasprlte Utility helicopter U.S. Navy 7,633 I0,187 N/A
YAH-64 Hughes Advanced attack U.S. Army 7,848 13,950 13,200
helicopter (AAH)
CH-34A Sikorsky Anti-submarinewar- U.S. Marine Corps 7,803 II,867 12,797
fare (ASW)(M_rines), U.S, Army
generalpurpose(Army)
CH-21C Vertol Transport U.S. Air Force 9,158 13,300 13,301
!
YITH-63 Bell AAH U.S. Army 9,729 15,645 14,95_
YUH-61A Vertol Ut_llty tactical U.S. Army 9,826 15,313 15,]05
transport aircraft
system (UTTAS)
YUH-60A Sikorsky UTTAS U.S. Army 10,222 16,250 15,850
SH-3A Sikorsky Sea King ASW U.S.Navy 11,459 18,064 18,060
S-67 Sikorsky Blackhawk High speed attack Private-venture II,752 17,300 19,589
helicopter
AH-56A Lockheed 12,077 18,300 18,265
CH-46F Vertol Sea Knight Cargo transport U.S. Navy 13,313 20,800 20,284
U.S. Marine Corps
Table 2.1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF HELICOPTERWEIGHT DATA BASE
HELICOPTER MAh_FAC- W
MODEL TURER COMMON NAME MISSION PRIMARY USER MEW .._ TOGW
CH-47A Vertol Chinook All-weather,medium U.S. Army 17,752 33,000 33,001
transport
CH-54A Sikorsky Tarhe Heavy llft U.So Army 19,192 38,000 38,733
CH-37A Sikorsky 21,238 30,342 31,000
YH-16A Vertol Prototype_never 22,655 34,000 34,001
produced
CH-53A Sikorsky Sea Stallion UoS. Navy 23,097 33,500 35,728
!
347 Vertol Prototype--never 24,797 42,500 42,500
produced
Table 2.2
HELICOPTER SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
l
BLADE HUB &
[ WING ROTOR ASSEMBLY HINGE TAIL ROTOR STRUCTURE
MODEL W1 W2 W2A W2B W3 W3A W3B
269A ( 115 ) 66 49 ( 9 ) 5 4
OH-6A ( 174 ) IC9 65 ( 23 ) 7 16
TH-57A ( 277 ) 187 90 ( 34 ) 8 26
Oll-5gA ( 281 ) 190 91 ( 32 ) I0 22
O11-23G ( 311 ) 163 148 ( 21 ) 17 4
OH-13S ( 284 ) 182 102 ( 17 ) 8 9
B0105 ( 462 ) 264 198 ( 56 ) 22 34
286 ( 726 ) 427 299 ( 69 ) 29 40
UH-IH ( 742 ) 406 336 ( 84 ) 30 54
H-52A ( 785 ) 425 360 ( 106 ) 53 53
UH-19D ( 786 ) 422 364 ( I01 ) 60 41
UII-2B (1,329) 720 609 ( 96 ) 68 28
AH-16C 240 (1,400) 675 725 ( 151 ) 73 78
UH-2D (1,325) 720 605 ( 216 ) 104 112
YAH-64 252 (1,207) 664 543 ( 237 ) 85 152
CH-34A (1,313) 652 661 ( 260 ) 74 186
CH-21C (1,344) 678 666 ( 162 ) 162
YUH-63 349 (1,656) 979 677 ( 184 ) 84 I00
YUH-61A (1,645) 1,052 593 ( 344 ) 76 268
YUIt-60A (1,705) 809 896 ( 346 ) 105 241
SH-3A (2,328)% 1,012 1 316 ( 222 ) 99 123
S-67 453 (2,348) 1,039 1 309 ( 468 ) 103 365
AH-56A 539 (2,812)* 1,239 1 133 ( 287 ) 130 157
CII-46F (2,424)t 918 I 506
CH-47A (2,996) 1,610 I 386
CII-54A (4,052) 2,115 1 937 ( 519 ) 360 159
Cll-37A 621 (3,251) 1,749 1 502 ( 570 ) 345 225
YlI-I6A (4,536) 2,198 2 338 ( 133 ) 133
CIl-53A (4,489 )# 2,120 2 369 ( 673 ) 367 306
347 (5,054 ) 2,740 2,314
!
TOTAL 2,454 (52,157)* 26,530 25,187 (5,420 ) 2,322 3,098
%MEW 0.9 (18.4)* 9.4 8.9 (I.9) 0.8 I.I
* Includes propeller - 440 pounds.
"1" Includes b]ade folding apparatus.
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iiiii !!! ( oo.oooHELICOPTERSYSTEM WEIGHTSUMMARY
ALIGHTING POWER-
BODY GEAR NACELLE PROPULSN PLANT DRIVE FUEL
MODEL __ W4 _ W5 ----------.W6 W7 , W7A _ W7B W7c
!_ 269A 125 53 7 ( 503 ) 336 142 25
::_ Ot{-6A 242 70 8 ( 341 ) 192 113 36
TH-57A 335 45 32 ( 396 ) 194 176 26
OH-S8A 332 35 36 ( 419 ) 165 215 39
OH-23G 248 88 79 ( 771 ) 551 198 22
OH-13S 221 54 37 ( 845 ) 588 155 102
BO105 472 94 25 ( 804 ) 348 395 6!
286 496 142 12 ( 865 ) 369 440 56
UH-Iti 1,035 121 114 (1,632) 683 658 291
H-52A 1,263 485 63 (1,I15) 360 621 134
UH-19D 985 287 147 (2,525) 1,244 1,064 217
UH-2B 1,259 343 161 (1,467) 635 733 99
AH-16C 1,327 134 180 (1,912) 835 825 252
UH-2D 1,394 424 371 (2,365) 805 1,361 199
YAH-64 1,311 396 123 (2,687) 1,089 1,101 497
CI{-34A 1,044 475 150 (3,189) 1,737 1,091 361
CH-21C 1,884 . 522 89 (3,371) 1,809 1,393 169
YUH-63 1,726 497 252 (3,020) 1,093 1,523 404
YUH-61A 1,648 500 210 (2,767) 831 1,576 360
YUH-60A 1,729 659 155 (2,730) 862 1,405 463
SH-3A 2,009 748 131 (2,724) 701 1,763 260
S-67 1,695 656 156 (3,466) 941 2,123 402
AH-56A 1,872 653 231 (2,895) 969 1,680 246
CH-46F 3,126 591 71 (3,235) 951 2,010 274
CH-47A 4,487 1,086 176 (5,15_ ) 1,342 3,531 278
CH-54A 2,685 1,794 .66 (6,857) 2,185 3,797 875
CH-37A 3,247 983 1,098 (8,419) 5,516 2,567 336
YH-16A 5,424 1,244 119 (7,822) 3,706 3,679 437
CH-53A 5,260 1,019 394 (6,057) 1,762 3,919 376
347 6,259 1,I14 191 (6,881) 1 741 3,796 1,344
TOTAL 55,140 15,312 4,884 (87,231 ) 34,540 44,050 8,641
%MEW 19.5 5.4 1.7 (30.7) 12.2 15.5 3.0
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i_ii_ i. Table 2.2 (Coutluued)
111
AoxILIA Y
ii! FLICHT POWI'R INSTRU- I_LI);-177 CONTROLS PLANT MENTS HYDRAUI[C PNEiL'IA'[IC IRICAL A:'IuN i,::_W
. _,,_ HODEI. W8 W9 W10 W11 W1;' W13 14
2i_:_ 269A 51 8 59 'I
: OIt-6A 65 30 68 . ,'_
TtI-57A 133 29 110
Oll-58A 125 27 85 ;
O!1-23G 108 34 111 '-.q,
OH-13S 153 24 130 ')_
BOI05 189 25 168
286 32 7 58 38 130 .'t.)
UtI- lit 357 59 33 360 2:,_,
tl-52A 353 124 43 419 _,2 ,_
t11t-191} 164 70 47 327 1':.'
tJII-2B 301 142 42 233 3 i
AIt- l 6C 469 101 110 400 25
Utt-21} 300 166 52 293 3_,2
YAt!-64 419 135 99 96 294 303
Ct1-34A 378 108 28 327 269
CII-21C 561 13G 62 342 24 1
YUIt-63 596 137 lg7 "162 4e.'} 308
YUII-61A 721 193 153 389 456
YUtt-60A 694 194 152 "87 464 400
SII-3A 654 368 46 391 1,273
S-67 780 187 40 397 737
AH-5{}A 1,021 136 127 86 377 O,:
CII-46F 828 106 158 168 654 (;';
CIt-47A 1,212 99 172 212 555 i,)3
{:tl-54A I,161 183 284 168 472 -i.13
C11--37A 965 191 129 497 2_,_)
YII-16A 1,239 176 224 708 3,}3
Ctl-53A I_168 211 395 132 6{}1 6))
347 1,921 177 195 176 617 371
TOT;\I, Jl,413 1,571 3,923 2,179 IO,387 9, _._:"
!:ID,' 6.1 O. 6 i. 4 0.8 3.7 3. '_
Table 2,2 (Continued)
HELICOPTER SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
.... FURNISH AIR ANTI- LC'AD &
& EQUIP CONDIT ICING HANDLING
MODEL W15 Wl W] TOTALi_ --------_ = Wl6 __7 8 M_
269A 33 II
OH-6A 58 9 1 985
TH-57A 64 27 1,202
'_i:i_ O}K-58A 42 25 1,535
",1-23G 32 4 1,545
iii_ OH-I3S 30 40 I,905
BOi05 47 1,926
286 84 14 2,342
UH-IH 408 44 2,981
5,235
H-52A 216 88 9 89 5,585
UH-19D 205 77 5,831
UH-2B 131 25 56 6 5,909m{-16C 130 76
6,913
UH-2D 166 35 33 131 7,633
YAH-64 185 99 5 7,848
CH-34A 189 72 3 7,803
CH-21C 258 137 45 9,158
YUH-63 202 98 6 9,729
YUH-61A 6i0 78 33 39 9,826
YUH-60A 675 58 28 b0 10,222
SH-3A 400 86 23 56 11,459
S-67 230 126 13 11,752
AH-56A 274 75 42 12,077
CH-46F 854 127 130 196 13,313
CH-47A 866 145 34 258 17,752
CH-54A 218 94 20 186 19,192
CH-37A 810 176 12 21,238
YH-16A 425 165 137 22,655
CH-53A 1,289 234 77 439 23,097
347 1,337 155 47 302 24,797
TOTAL 10,508 2,400 544 1,990 283,445
%MEW 3°7 0.8 0°2 0°7 I00.0
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Table 2.3
•DESIGN A,_I) PERFOP,HM_CECiiA_,CTER I STICS
USKD IN _ER_
i;!
DESIGN OR P_RFOR._NCE
CHARACTERISTIC PERCF,_'T_F H._._ ,
De_Ign Gro,_s_eiF.-,ht 29. l
body Surface Area 26.4
Blade Planlorm Surface Area 18.4
Engine iiorsepower 13.6
Fuel Quantity 3.0
Number of Passengers and Crew 2.2
Vehicle Sink Speed 1.8
Range 1.8
Nacelle Surface Area 1.7
"rail Surface Area 1.1
Constant for Auxiliary Power Plant (if installed) 0.5
Wing Surface Area 0.4
i 100.o
t
!
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tically determined to represent most effectively the data from which they
_e, re derive_. The basic forl_ulae for deriving the slor_ and intercept for
a simple reAresstou are:
sEXY - :_XL"Y
; • Slope: b "
, urx2 . (_x)2
• Interceptt a - _Y - b_X.
These results can be direetl_ derived fro_ the raw data. Tile formulae for
multiple r_gression ate uore complex and are not presented here, t.tt may be
fouztd in Nonnacott and Wonnaeott t Introductory Statxsttcs t C_mpter 13.
Most systems o,: subsystems were found to be explalne_ adequately with
only one v_rlable; the rest required two. After examining several alter-
native explanatory variables, tho_e which combined the best functional and
statistical qualities were included in the weight estimating model. Vari-
ables which had inLuitive appeal but had less explanatory power are discus-
sed in the detailed weight av_lyses of each system.
After deter_intng the relevance of selected design and performance
cnaracterlstlcs to vyste_ or _ubsystemvelght. bnalyses vere performed to
determine:
• _e de_ree to which some ehar_eteristics of the helicopter are
related to weight and d_sign and perforrmnce characteristics;
• Linearlty or non-llnearlty;
• Rellab_llty as measured by various statlstlcal testa.
Configuration differences It_cludeboth single vs. tsnde_ rotor helicopters
and cargo vs. not_a_8o models, for which separate equations might be ap-
propriate.
t I)ifferences within each characteristic were investigated for statis-t
, ileal slgnlfit'_,tlce.For examplc_ tests of significance were performed on the
itlfluencc of tandem configurations on tall structure _eight. It was found
that tail structure on t_indem helicopters were on the average Ill pounds
lt_hter than trend line estimates derived on the basis o[ s!ngle helicopters.
The slope of the tandem taodels can be hypothesized to be the same. although
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the tntt.rcept l:_ clearly different. Therefore, an adj,,stment (dunray variable)
of -111 pounds was Incorporated into the equation for tandem r.uadels.
:r
Different conflguratlon.q can also affect the slope of :he Rt'IR, there-
b)' requiring separate equations for each configuration. For example, the
coeffletent.q of the wirlous avionics equations are significantly differentt
: reflecting different mission requirement_.
Data were carefully t,crutinizt,d to determit_e _¢hother they indicated
linear or non-linear relationshi.p. _hrn the plotted data revealed any sig-
nificant, non-linear trend, logarithmic tt'ansforraations were determined. Only
two :,_y:_tem,q eet'e fotmd to have any gigtslficantly non-linear trends. The not_-
ltneltr trend lint, for the tail rotor flt,a the data points better than lttt i'
linear eountt, rpart throt|ghout the relevant rant:e. A weaker but recognizable
logarttlwale trend also appears in the electrical system weight. Linear equa-
tions were also derived for co:aparlson.
The dpplit:atlon of logarithmic or exponential transfornmtlon._ should
be used care'fully. StlCh transformations reduce, the relative values of data
point.,; at the ttt_-her ranges and increase the relative importance of data
Ix)tats near the er!e;In on the graph. Only _,'hml a linear representation is
clearly inferior should a lo_;arithmtc equation be derived.*
A co_.mton ahu',;e of non-linear transforttmtiona is to achieve a (marght-
ally) higher correlation when no intuitive reason for its use exists. For
example, the fuel nubsystcmts linear equation produces a correlation lower
than other equations, tncrea.,:ing the temptation to explore non-linear pos-
:;lbllities. The w:rfattce from the trend line clearly increases with the
tlize of the It:el tanks. A redistribution of the relative wt'tght.s through
i h,Karlth_,,ic transfor:,_,qtion I'etltl_Tes l_herelative variance of the larger tanks,
resulting tu a sli,_.,.htly hll:her correlation, but _.he function is essentially
I i nea r.
'_ A logarftlunic i, qt,:ltJon refers to the transformation of the data itself:
_y = 2 + b _x. This is dt:_tinct from a llnvar equation pl_,tted on double
" log graph paper, _¢hich is also linear tu zippeacance,
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Te.qt_ of Sl_Intflcance
•,_._.,
';_::_:i_ After determining how helicopters of wsrlous configuration related to
:iiii:: estlmatin,,,relationship was linear or non--llnearin form, various _tatiatlcal
:::!._,.? tests of significance were performed to assure the reliability of the WERs.
These include: th_, "t" tc_t, coefficient of determination and test_ of co-
variance. They are discussed below.
"T" Test
The "t" test 18 n means of determining whether separate equations should
be used based on differing design or performance characteristics.* The greater
the differences between the slopes and intercepts of the equations, the greater
iv the probability that the characteristics "explain" the differences.
The derived values for "t" can be compared with numerous benchmark
statistics based on tables of significance which are available In most sta-
tistical _muals, e.g., in Wonnacott and Wonnacott, Introductory Start.sties,
* Intercepts:
t =
slYx:-
where, a = actual intercept for "standard" data points, excluding points
with differing characteristics
o = intercept for remaining data points, assuming same slope
Ey 2 = Zy2 _ (Ey)2/n
Ex2 = EX2 _ (ZX)2/n
2
Ee 2 '=Ey2 - b Ex_
2
s = Ee2/(n-2)
S = .V/_e/(n-2)
Sloges :
b-8
where, b =sIope for data points not possessing differing characteristic
13_, slope for data points possessing characteristic
s and Ex2 as before
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I¸¸¸j::_:_ii!!:ii i For quick reference, the resulting "t" statistic should be at least 2. This
is a "rule of thumb" measure of significance at a 95 percent level of con-
fidence. If the result is clearly less than 2, the above tests of significance
:::_. simply show that any difference in intercepts (a and ct) or s]ope (b and B) of
: a standard linear equation based on differli_g configurations are due to the
random natuce of the data points around tile trend line rather than to the
different configurations themselves.
It should be noted that most differences due to configuration should be
obvious by inspection when plotted on a graph and that formal tests /ire gen-
erally not needed, unless significant doubt ariseq.
Coefficient of Determination
The most comprehensive measure of association between two or more vari-
ables is the coefficient of determination (r2), which is referred to as the
"correlation" between variables. It is the degree to which variations in
the dependent variable, y (weight), can be explained by variations in the
explanatory variable(s), x ts (design and/or performance characteristics).
Equivalently, it can be expressed as:
e_x2lalned variations in y _ I unexplained variations In Z .
total variations in y total w_riatlons in y
2
From the above equations, it can easily be inferred that the r must fall
between zero and one. The closer the data points are to the trend llne, the
smaller the unexplained variation and the higher the r2.*
The coefficient of corre[atioa, r, is the square root of tilecoefficient
of determination and takes the sign of the slope of the trend llne. For
all values between zero and one, the coefficient of correlation leads to
a more opcimlstlc measure of the power of the explanatory variable, which
is higher than the ratio of the explained to the total variation. The r2
is therefore a more conservative statistic and relates more directly to
the measure of reliability.
Many formulae exist for tile computation of r2, but the most practical is
nZXY - ZXEY
which can be computed directly from the raw data.
(continued)
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Tests of Covariance
To the extent that additional independent variables reduce the unex-
plained variation in the dependent variable, the r2 will improve, but this
depends on the correlation between the two explanatory variables (covarl-
ance). The higher the correlation between them "r2 ) the less likely
2 _ XlX2 '
that the multiple correlation coefficient r will be significantly
2 2 xlx_.y
larger than rxly or rx2y. For example, the weight estimating relationship
for the instrument system yielded an of .7507 with horsepowers of .7313
r2
with design gross weight, and of .7253 with fuel capacity. Incluslor of
i two or more variables raised the r2 to only .7895. Covarlance (r2) was very
high, e.g., .9266 between horsepower and fuel capacity, and .8405 beween
horsepower and design gross weight.
Many covarlance figures for the variables considered in deriving the
_elght estimating relationships were too high (typically .8 or more) to
allow for multiple regression. On the other hand, some independent vari-
ables yielded a simple correlatlon coefficient so high (e.g., blade plan,.
form surface area in the main rotor equation) that the inclusion of other
variables would not have improved the fit.
Related to the problem of high correlation between estimators Is the
"dominance" of one estimator over another in a multiple regression equation.
For example, the following WER was obtained for instruments: WIO - 48.279
+ .0278HP e - .OI02G, The positive coefficient for horsepower (lIPe) is, in
fact, close to that derived fo: the simple, single variable equation (.0267),
The same principle applies to multiple regression equations of the type
y - a + biXl + b2X2 + . . . + bnXn.
The general expression for the multiple correlation coefficient for two
independent variables, X| and Xz, is
r2 + r2 - 2r r r
r2 =____x!X____X_v xlY x__y_x_x2
xlx2"y l - r2
XlX2
Expressions for equations with three or more independent variables become
more complex and are not presented here; their computation normally re-
quires a computer. Fortunately_ none of the weight estIi_mting relation-
ships derived in this study has more than two estimators.
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but the fuel quantity coefficient Is both negative and statistically Inslg-
nlfice_t, which is illogical. (The coefficient for a simple regression is
actually +.181). The result arises from the superior r2 of the weight with
respect to the horsepower (HPe) (.7893) to that of the fuel quantity (G)
(.7253) and the high covarlance (.9266) between the two estlmators (HPe and
G). This is confirmed by the multiple correlation coefficient (.7895) which
i8 practlcally identical to that of the horsepower alone. Statistically
speaking, the horsepower estimator is clearly "robust" and can stand alone,
while th+_,fuel quantity estimator adds practically nothing.
It is also possible that neither estimator completely dominates the
other. For examplke, another multiple regression was derived fo_ instruments:
WIO = 44.117 + .0159HP e + .00224Wg. Compared with the simple r2 with |IPe
(.7507), the r2 for W alone 18 fairly close: .7313. Furthermore, covarl-
g
ante between |IP and W is lower than in the previous case (.8405). Aa the
e g
separate coefficients for HP and W for simple regressions are +.0267 and
e g
+.00503 respectively, the inclusion of both explanatory variables into the
above multiple regression "weakens" their coefficients. However, they remain
positive. 2q_e multiple correlation coefficient is .7739 for this equation,
which is enly slightly above that for HPe alone.
In summary, weight estimating relationships using only one or two vari-
ables have been derived for all systems and subsystems considered. These
WERs have very high correlations and have passed rigorous statistical tests
of significance, in order to assure their validity and reliability. Equations
representing more than 85 percent of their MEW yield r2s of more than .90 and
only 9 percent of the MEW have r2s of less than .80. Due to their linear
strength and tendency towards covarlance, most of the relationships are
linear and simple.
B. SU_!ARY OF WEIGHT ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
The system level weight estimating relationships which have been
derived in accordance with the methodology discussed above are summarized
2
in Table 2.4, together with the r calculated for each, the approximatei
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Table 2.4
S_£_Y OF HELICOPTER SYSTEM
WEIGHT ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
System Equation r2 %MEW Notes
I. Wing W1 - -49.967 + .970Sw + ,0212Wg 0.9385 < I
2. Rotor (Main) 17
Blades W2A - - 88.742 ,7 6.403Spi 0.9713
Hub & Hinge W2B - -105.943 + 5.761Spi 0.9626
i_!! Total W2 - -194.685 + 12.164Spi 0.9774
3. Tall 1
Rotor £n W3A m . 8.327 + 1.352 £n Wg 0.9497
W3A - -29.916 + .Ol02Wg 0.9180 Aft.
Structure W3B - -17.872 + 2.829Stt + Kt 0.9178
4. Body W4 - -269.023 + 2.356Sb 0.9684 21
5. Alighting Gear W5 - 161.361+.0117Wg- 17.480Vss0.8061 Skid
W5 _ 85.875+ .0304W 0.9218 Wheeledg
_5 - - 5.489+.0342Wg 0.9347 5 All
6. Nacelle W6 _ -64.779 + 2.401Sn 0.9050 !
7. Propulsion 31
Powerplant* WTA = 304.483 + 1.027HPe 0.9549 Reclp.,[ eng.
WTA _ 211.546 + .229HPe 0.9817 Reclp.,2 ei_g.
W7A _ 130.243 + .369HPe 0.8263 Turbo.,l eng.
WTA = 408.198 + .192HPe 0.9176 Turbo.,2 eng.
Drive System WTB = - 35.551 + .101Wg 0.9657
Fuel Tanks WTC _ 10.974 + .790G 0.7732
8. Flight Controls W8 = 62.025 + .0334W 0.9475 6g
* Includes: Engine 9 air induction, exhaust and cooling, engine controls and start
system.
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i!!i i Table 2.4 (Continued)
iii
SUHM!LRYOF HELICOPTER SYSTEMWEIGHT_STI_TINGRELATIONSHIPS
S.WJtem Equation r2 %MEW Notes
9. Auxiliary Power W9 = 157 -- < I Constant
I0. Instruments WIO - 50.507 + .0267HPe 0.7507 2
,, 0.6574 < I
II. Hydraulics WII 15.890 + .00446Wg
12. Pneumatics -- 0
_ ' = .903 + 733 _n Sb 0.8547 4
:,il 13. Electrical %n WI3 ,
WI3 " 139.947 + .234Sb 0.8160 Alt.
:! 14. Avionics WI4 •
= . + .585R 0.9177_ 31USA Trans i,
WI4 = - 59.041 + .0175W + .348R 0,9761J LOtherg
15. Furnishings and
Equipment WI5 = -8.106 +.176_+ 20.456(N+N c) 0.9034 4
16. Air Conditioning} [ I7 nti-Icing W16+17 = 28.844 + .0730Sb 0,8172 <
18. Load and Handling WI8 = -71.875+.III._+3.489(N+N) 0.7704 < I
':. 2-19
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Table2.4 (Continued)
SYMBOLSUSEDINWERs
D Dive velocity (mi/hr)
v
G Number of gallons
GBR Gear box ratio
HPe Engine horsepower
K t Tandem constant for tall structure
LOLEO Oleo length (in)
N Number of crew
c
N Number of passengers
P
OLTRV Oleo travel (in)
R Range (mi)
RPM Engine RPM
Sb Body surface area (ft2)
S Nacelle surface area (ft2)
n
SpI Blade planform surface area__(ft2)
Total tall surface area (ft 2)
Sit
S Wing surface area (ft2)
w
TRR Tail rotor radius (ft)
V Vehicle sink speed (ft/sec)
i_ ss
W Design gross weight (ib)
g
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i!i poroeotoo.nuacturro°tywegthoyroproootodnotesrelaodto their limitations or use. The WERs included in Table 2.4 are the pre-
ferred relationships which were derived. They are discussed In detail in
Section 4, together with alternative WERs which were also derived. The
alternative _Rs may be more appropriate for special cases where, for example,
the characterlstic(s) upon which the preferred WERs are based may be inap-
plicable.
C. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF WEIGHT ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
The WERs were applied to those helicopter models chosen to represent
a range of design gross weights. They are: Bell _{-IH, 6,600 Ibs.; Bell
UHX-43, 9,500 Ibs.; and Boe._g CH-47A, 33,000 Ibs. (The data base comprises
helicopter models ranging from 1,600 to 42,500 Ibs. in design gross weight).
Because of the breadth of the data base (70 commercial and military
helicopter models and t_es), reliable design, performanr¢ and weight data
for other helicopters were generally unavailable. Therefore, two of the
models selected to test the WERs were taken from the data base. However,
the Bell experimental model (UIIX-43) was not in the data base but had suf-
ficient data and performance criteria for the purpose and so it was chosen
to be tested.
Estimates were fairly close to the actual total weights for each model
tested. Large percentage variances sometimes occurred in small systems and
errors as large as 80 percent were observed. These were due entirely to the
low correlations of those WERs (.63 - .80). Because the larger systems
(i.e., rotor, propulsion, body, etc.) had strong correlations, variances
between estimated and actual weights were small for them and tended to off-
set each other.
In general, WERs for the helicopter models tested yielded estimates
within about 5 percent of the overall MEW, which Implies strong correlations
at standard confidence levels.
The variables used in the calculations and the results for these three
helicopters are shown in Tables 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7.
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Table 2.5
DII-IHWEIGHT ESTIMATE
Estimated Actual Percent
Equation Variables Used Weight Weight Difference
I. Wing
2. Rotor(s) SpI = 76.9 741 742 - 0.3
3. Tail ( 106 ) ( 84 ) ( + 26.2 )
Rotor W - 6,600 35 30 + 16.7g
Structure Stt I 31.3 71 54 + 31.5
4. Body SD m 626 1,206 1,035 + 16.5
5. Alighting Gear W - 6,600 134 121 + 10.7g
V = 6.00S8
6.Nacelle S - 82.7 134 114 + 17.5
n
7. Propulsion ( 1,332) ( 1,632) ( - 18.4)
Powerplant HPe - 1,103 523 683 - 23.4
Drive System W - 6,600 631 658 - 4.1g
Fuel System G - 211 178 291 - 38.8
8. Flight Controls W - 6,600 282 357 - 21.0
g
9. Auxiliary Power
- 1,103 80 59 + 35.6:i_:i_ 10. Instruments HPe
II. Hydraulics W - 6,600 45 33 + 36.4g
i!i 12. Pneu_,,atics
13. Electrical Sb - 626 286 360 + 20.6
i 14. Avionics Wg _ 6,b00 214 246 - 13.0
R _ 318
15. Furnishings and
Equipment Sb - 626 368 408 - 9.8
Np + Nc = 13
16. Air Conditioning} Sb - 626 74 44 + 68.2
17. Anti.Icing• 8. Load and Handling
r
TOTAL 5,002 5,235 - 4.4
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Table 2.6UHX-43 WEIGHT ESTIMATE
•:_i_%
Estimated Actual Percent
Equation Variables Used Weight Weight Difference
1. Wing
_I_ 2. Rotor(s) Spl = 97.4 990 927 + 6.8
3. Tail ( 129 ) ( 101 ) ( + 27.7 )
Rotor W = 9,500 58 46 + 26.1g
Structure Stt= 31.5 71 55 + 29.1
4. Body Sb = 393 893 1,032 - 13.5
5. Alighting _ar Vss = 8 133 119 + 11.8
W = 9,500g
6. Nacelle S = 80 127 127 -O-n
7. Propulsion ( 1,941) ( 1,779) ( + 9.1 )
Powerplant HPe = 2,050 886 853 + 3.9
Drive System W = 9,500 924 794 + 16.4g
Fuel Tanks 131" 131
8. Flight Controls W - 9,500 379 411 - 7.8
g
9. Auxiliary Power
I0. Instruments HPe - 2,050 105 61 + 72.1
l[. Hydraulics Wg = 9,500 58 70 - 17.1
12. Pneumatics
13. Electrical Sb - 493 232 411 - 43.6
14. Avionics W = 9,500 225 227 - 0.9g
R = 300
15. Furnishings and
Equipment Sb = 493 386 383 + 0.8
N +N =15
p c
16. Air Conditioning _ Sb = 493 65 50 + 30.0J17. Anti-Icing
18. Load and Handling
iii! TOTAL 5,663 5,697 - 0.6
:i!: ;!_ * Actual fuel tank weight. No fuel capacity statlstlc available.
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Table 2.7
CH-47A WEIGHT ESTIMATE
Estimated Actual Percent
Equation Variables Used Weight Weight Difference
_ I. Wing
2. Rotor(s) Spl = 136.5 2,932 2,996 - 2.1
3. Tail
Rotor
i!ii_ Structure
4. Body Sb = 2,150 4,796 4,487 + 6.9
5. Alighting Gear W = 33,000 1,089 1,086 + 0.3
g
6. Nacelle S = 108 195 176 + 10.8
n
7. Propulsion ( 5,052 ) ( 5,151 ) ( - 1.9 )
Powerplant HPe = 4,400 1,253 1,342 - 6.6
Drive System W = 33,000 3,298 3,531 - 6.6
g
Fuel Tanks G - 620 501 278 + 80.2
8. Flight Controls W = 33,000 1,164 1,212 - 4.0
g
9. Auxiliary Power 157 99 + 58.6
I0. Instruments HPe = 4,400 168 172 - 2.3
II. Hydraulics W = 33,000 163 212 - 23.1
g
12. Pneumatics
13. Electrical Sb = 2,150 643 555 + 15.9
i 14. Avionics Wg = 33,000 355 303 + 17.1
R m 225
15o Furnishings and
Equipment Sb= 2,150 1,0o6 866 + 25.4
+ N = 35
Np c
16. Air Conditioning Ob 2,150 186 179 + 3.9
17. Anti-Icing
18. Load and Handling Sb = 2,150 289 258 + 12.0
N + N = 35
p c
TOTAL 18,275 17,752 + 2.9
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A ::
SUHMARY OF COST /dIALYSISAND HETIIODOI.O(_
Iieltcopter co_t dot._ were collected fro_a a var._.ety of sources and
recurring production co_;te6tl_ating relationships (CER_) were developed
for the .€.y_ter_ and subsyute_ listed it_ Figure l,l, The CER_ are sum-
_' t_rized and the general assumptions made and analytical metlg:dology followed
in developing them are discussed in t.hf_; t_ection, Relevant technical in-
rotation and the specific data and methodology u_ed In developing each CF.R
are discussed in detail in Section 5,
A. S_4]RY OF COST ESTIPATING REL&TIONSNIPS
The recurr_.ng production cos_ estimating relatxonshlpa developed
under this study are presented in Table 3,1, Tl_o_e C_'Rs represent the manu-
facturer's in-house production cost_ and/or subcontractor prices associated
with each helicopter syste_ or suhsystera. Total In-house assembly costs are
estimated by a separate equatlon,a
llellcopter system costs were found to correlate reasonably well with
._yatem weights as the independent variable and, as discussed in Section 2,
the weight correlates w_ll with a variety of design and performance char-
acteristics, Thus, correlat!on¢ with other technical and pe."forr_ance
characteristics in addition _o _zeight were examined b_t did nee i_,prove
the accuracy of weight alone. At later stages of design, other independent
variables, such as performance parameters, parts count and cota_mality,
tai_ht be incluled to improve the accuracy of the estimates. However, such
i data are generally not available during concept formulation or the preli_a-In ry design stage when use of this model is intended,
The equations in Table 3.1 repre,,_entdesigns, technologies and manu-I
_iacturingproce.s_eswhich are currently in use. They s"_-y not, for example,
* The,;e terms are discussed in Section 3D and defl, i_ed in Appe_dix A.
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Table _,I
SU_.AR¥ OF
IIELICOPTERSYSTL'MCOST F,STIHATING RELATIONSHIPS
(STY??)
S._xsrem _fuq2at Ion*
-.- 0.848 -0,286
|. Nlng C[ . lO[_Wl Q -
2. Rotor C2 - -12,g38 + IO!W2Q'O'O740
3. Tall
A. Tail Rotor C3A- I02W3AQ-O"0740
B. Tail Structure C3B- 759wT_848Q-O'286
4. Body Cli . 860W40.8480-0.286
5. Alighting Gear
Total Waceled C5 ,.84t15Q'0"2116
- 162W Q-O.286A. Structure CSA " 5A
B. Controls CSB . 159WsBq-O'O'q96
C. Rolling Assembly C5C - 20W5cQ'O'O'q96
or i
w5
Total Skid C5 " W4"C4
--- ,0.848_-0.286
6. Nacelle C6 . 893W6 q
7. Propu Ision
A. Powerplant CTA - -17,709 + 1219W7AQ-0"2345 WTA _< 900 ll+s
I B. Drive CTB --47'}5 + 207W7BQ-0"0740 WIB <_ 700 lh_
I
'_ 3WIBQ"0"0140 _' |,800 lb_CIB -16,423 . _ W7B -
8)W7BQ-0"0740C7B - 19.040 + All other 7ll
C. Fuel 1;7C " 56W7cQ-O'O'89(_
D, Other C71),, 145W7DQ-O.0896
* Sub:;cripts refer to the numbers in the left hand columal. For example,
WI " Wing Weight.
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Table 3.1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF
HELICOPTER SYSTEM COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
::_ ($FY77)
!_? System Eguation Notez
_-_,''_ 156W8Q-O. 0896;_ 8. Fllght Controls C8 -
!i 9. AuxiliaryPower C9 ,,234WgQ-0"OB96
I0. Instruments
-0.0896
Total Instruments CI0- 125W10Q
I A. Equipment ClOA " I10W[o
B. Installation,Mist° ClOB " 140WIoBQ-0"184
II. llydraullcs CII,,91WIIQ-0*0896
|2, Pneumatics C12 m 137W12Q-0"0896
13. Electrical C13 - 143W13Q-0"0896
14. Avionics
Total Avionics C14 - 6847 + 125WI4Q-0"0896
A. Equipment C14 A " 13,693 + IIOWI4 A
B. Ins_allation, Misc. Cl4 B - 140WI4B Q-0"184
15. Furnishings & Equipment C15 ..69WlsQ-O'0896
16. Air Conditioning & }lear CI6 - 208W16 Q-0"0896
17. Anti-Iclng C17 - 213W17 Q-0"0896
W18
18. Load and Handling C18 " W_ C4
19. In-House Assembly C19 - 5.325 Q-0.3959[_8 C,-VCl] Single:
Li_=l- J U j - {5C,7,_,,I0,14
F18 ] -0.3959
I0.7751Z CI-ECj[Q Tandem:
C19 Li=l J .J {5C,7A, I0,14i 3 _
Where: C _ Cumulative average cost for Q units in constant 1977 dollars.
I
W _ Weight of system or subsystem.
:. Q = Productionquantity.
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accurately represent new technologies where weight would be significantly
reduced while unit cost would change little. Therefore_ if the user is
interested in assegBing new technologies or manufacturing processes, he
is advised to consider caret'u!ly the detailed discussions of the data and
develop_ent of the equations which are provided in Section 5.
The approximate percentage of tota! cost and total weight contributed
by each system is indicated in Table 3.2. Although these are approximate
and may vary significantly for specific designs, they provide an indication
as to th(_ relative cost and weight of the various systems and, also, as to
which systems tend to be more costly on a per pound basis. The rank of
each system is sho_n in parentheses next to the percentage.
B. SOURCES GF COST DATA
In order to develop the CERs which were summarized in Table 3.1, a
variety of potential sources of cost data were used.
A key source of cost data was The Helicopter Cost Data Source Book (2)
which was prepared by SAI for the Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG),
Office of the Secretary of Defense (PA&E), and drew upon data provided direct-
ly hy the DoD, U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AAVSCOM) and helicopter
manufacturers. This report provides extensive and highly detailed contract
cost and quantity information for sixteen different helicopter series pro-
duced by five contractors. Such information was invaluable in the develop-
ment of CERs for the rotor, propulsion (engine and drive), instruments and
avionics systems and in the establishment of baseline costs against which
all CERs could be compared. However, because these data are proprietary,
they are presented and dlscussed only in general terms so that this report
may be distributed without restriction.
A_other important source of cost data was subcontractors, who supply
major portions of the completed helicopter. Although subcontractors typi-
cally would not.provlde detailed selling price_;* for specific items, most
* The subcontractor's "price" is the manufacturer's "cost."
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Ii T bl.
HELTCOPTER SYSTF_*
APPROXIMATE COST AND WEIGRT PERCEh_rAGES
:i_
Approximate . Approximate
i_ Percent of Percent of
MEN* Rank Cost** Rank
Wing < IX (13) < I% (14)
Rotor 17 (3) 12 (3)
Tall I (lO) I (12)
Body 21 ' (2) 21 (2)
Alighting Gear 5 (5) 2 (9)
Nacelle 1 (10) 3 (7)
Propulsion 31 (I) 32 (I)
Flight Controls 6 (4) I0 (4)
Auxiliary Power Plant < i (13) I (12)
Instruments 2 (9) 2 (9)
Hydraulics < I (13) < I (14)
Pneumatics 0 (18) 0 (18)
Electrical 4 (6) 4 (6)
Avionics 3 (8) 5 (5)
Furnishings & Equipment 4 (6) 3 (7)
Air Conditioning & Heat I (I0) 2 (9)
Anti-Ici_g < I (13) < l (14)
< 1 (13) < I (14)
Load and Handling
I00% IO0%
* These percentages are based on military helicopters. For commercial heli-
copters, the furnishings and equipment percentages would probably increase
and avionics would probably decrease with the other systems percentages re-
malnlng more or les_ constant.
** Excluding In-house assembly.
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_ were willing to discuss price in terms generally similar to those quoted
during preliminary marketing discussions, since they recognized that such
:_ prices do not differ markedly from those of their competition. This co-
operation provided an understanding of the factors which influence the
_ _! prices of major subsystems and components.
The following points c_racterlze data furnished by the subcontrac-
t:h'
tors_
• Prices were provided for both con_ercfal and military heli-
copter systems and, when appropriate, explanations were pro-
vided for any differences.
• Prices were provided in 1977 dollars; thi, eliminated the
necessity for application of potentially erroneous inflation
factors.
€ Explanations were provided conceruing how price would normally
be expected to vary if changes in design, performance or rell-
ability were specified or if a new technology were introduced.
• Examples were provided regarding the various conditions which
influenced prices. These include quantities purchased under
a particular contract, inflation, the need to be competitive
to win a particular procurement, and the relationships estab-
lished in former dealings with customers.
While most of the information provided by major subcontracters did
not consist of actual prices for specific subsystems or components, the
price information whlch was provided was considered to be representative
and accurate enough for the objective of this study. Furthermore, the
explanations provided were very useful in relating the costs of major com-
ponents and subassemblies to total system costs. Thus, cost estimating
relctlonshlps based on a detailed understanding of the helicopter systems
could be developed with the use of this subcontractor information to com-
plement and supplement that obtained from other sources.
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Technical reports were found which provided general information such
ao the percentage of total cost typically represented by a particular sys-
:i"ii_ tern or cost element. This information was used for comparison with data
i __ obtained from other sources.
Finally, the earlier SAI report (1)provided extensive detailed cost
information on major subsystems and components. This information for
transport aircraft served as ths basis for some of the helicopter system
CERs after analysis and/or discussions with industry personnel confirmed
the validity of so doing.
C. BASES FOR COST ESTImaTING RELATIONSHIPS
The CERs summarized in Table 3.1 were developed using parametric
analysis and analogies based on information provided by subcontractors or
similarities with transport aircraft counterparts, or a combination of
these methods, as appropriate.
Parametric analysis generally involved the correlation of detailed
historical cost data with welg_t Dnd other independent variables. _en
statistically significant results were obtained_ these equations became
the bases for the cost estimating relationships. If sufflclent detailed
historical cost data were not available, the information provided by sub-
contractors served as the basis for developing the CERs. If such data
were not available, data for one or several components or subsystems which
are similar or analogous to the components or subsystems of interest were
used. Sometimes, complexity factors were applied to the analogous data
in order to adjust for _r hewn differences. In mauy cases, more than one
of these methods wet= used to develop the final CERs and to evaluate their
validity.
Regardless of the source of the cost data or the methodology used to
develop the CERs, it was essential that the data be normalized to assure
that all reported costs were comparable. Thus, the data were analyzed to
determine the fo!lowing:
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• That _hey reflected the same cost elements so that, for example,
Research and Development and Engineering and Tooling costs were
not amortized in one while being omitted from another and so
i that profit was not included in some and excluded from ochers.
_! • The quantity produced was considered so that adjustments for
learning could be made.
• The years during which the items were produced were considered
so that adjustments for inflation could be made.
Inflation and "learning" are two factors frequently cited as influ-
encing cost. Inflation is simply an increase in the volume of money rel-
ative to available goods, which results in a substantial rise in the general
price level. Under inflation, an item will cost more to produce tomorrow
than it does today, using the same mix of material, capital and labor.
For many years, the industry has made use of what have variously been
called "learning," "progress," "improvement," or "experience" curves to
predict reductions in cost as the number of items produced increases. The
learning process is a phenomenon which prevails in many industries; its
existence has been verifled by empirical data and controlled tests. Al-
though there are several hypothese_ on the exact manner in which the learning
or cost reduction occurs, the basis of learning-curve theory is that each
time the total quantity of items produced doubles, the cost per item is re-
duced to some constant percentage of the previous cost. Alternative forms
of the theory refer to the incremental (unit) cost of producing an item at
a given quantity or to the average cost of producing all items up to a given
quantity. For example, if the cost of producing the 200th unit of an item
is 80 percent of the cost of producing the 100th item, and if the cost of
the 400th unit is 80 percent of the cost of the 200th, and so forth, the
production process is said to follow an 80 percent unit learning curve. If
the average cost of produci_g all 200 units is 80 per_:ent of the average
cost of producing the first I00 units, the process follows an 80 percent
cumulative average learning curve. Either formulation of the theory results
in a power function which is linear on logarithmic grids.
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!:: Although reference is frequently made to a loarnlng curve as some
_i: _ specified percent for a helicopter, it must be recognized that this is a
labor, minor assembly labor, major assembly labor_ material and subco_-
11 trac_or or vendor supplied items may all have different learning curves.
Learning is largely a function of the relative proportions of hand
labor and machinery included in the manufacturing process for a particular
system. Thus, separate learning curves have been included in each CER so
that systems which are primarily manufactured by machinery (e.g., rotors
and drives) have relatively flat learning curve slopes, while systems
with a large amount of hand labor (e.g., wings, tall and body) have rela-
tively steep slopes.
In su_nary, inflation acts to increase cost while learning acts to
reduce cJst. Even though these factors are not related and function inde-
pendently of one another, their combined effect must be considered by tlxe
analyst attempting to make extrapolations from _eported cost data. There-
fore, the available cost data were first normalized to represent the cumu-
lative average recurring production cost for the first I00 units (CACI00)
in 1977 fiscal year dollars ($FY77). This was accomplished as follows:
• Non-recurrlng costs were identified and removed from the data;
in many cases, consultations with helicopter manufacturers
assisted in this task.
• Cumulative average cost for I00 units was calculated by com-
puting the average cost for the helicopter lot midpoint nearest
I00 units and then estimating the CACI00 by using the equation:
n -n
CACIo 0 = CACy x (Q200 x Qy )
Where: y = a number near I00 units for which the CAC could
be calculated
Q = quantity
n = the observed learning curve coefficient _g 2
I • Reported costs were escalated to $1_77 by using indices provided
by AAVSCOM or by DoD, as appropriate.
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When only subcontractor-supplied information was availablep it was
carefully analyzed together with technlcal and performance data and cost
estimates were derived for the various components and subassemblies. Sys-
tem level cost estimates were developed by aggregating cost estimates for
•_:_;_
;i_ the major components and subassemblies based on tP2 relative weights of
the components and subassemblies, in accordance with the following equation:
W i
cs/ws = E _- (cl/w i)
s
Where: C _ cost
N = weight
s = system
i = each major component or subassembly
For example:
Major Component Component Percent of
or Subassembly .... Total System Weight Cost Per Pound
A 25% $ 50
B 65 150
C I0 25
Total System 100% $ 113
The system level cost per pound estimates were then adjusted to represen_
first unit and a quantity factor with the appropriate learning curve slope
was included to provide a complete recurring production cost estimating
relationship.
P. DISCUSSION OF COST ELEMENTS
The recurring production costs estimated by the CERs which were sum-
marized and discussed in general terms above represent only a portion of the
manufacturer's total recurring production cost. This may best be understood
by referring to a typical breakout of recurring helicopter costs such as
that shown in Figure 3.1, The system level CERs reflect only those costs
included under in-house production and subcontractor costs; total in-house
assembly costs are estimated by a separate CER.
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':iiii Figure 3.1
RECURRINGPRODUCTIONCOST ELEI_ENTS
FOR HELICOPTERS
Cost Element*
' In-House Production
'ilili' Fabrlcation
•"..$ Sustaining Engineering
!i Sustaining Tooling
Raw Material
. Subcontractot
Outside Production
iii" Purchased Equipment
ii_:'7 In-llouseAssembly
'__':i" Quality Control
Minor Assembly
:_ Sectional Assembly
...._:'!i Installation and Checkout
.:i_ Miscellaneous
* See Appendix A for cost element descriptions. The cost elements include
direct and indirect costs. Direct costs are those which can be identified
ii:i! with a particular output obJE:ctive,such as a specific aircraft. Indirect
!i_ costs are those which are incurred for common or Joint objectives and must,
ii!i therefore, be shared in some equitable manner. Indirect costs are often
synonymous with over e d and gen ral and administrative (G&A) co ts. For
a thorough discussion of indirect costs, see: Martlnson, Major Otto B.,
A Standard Classification System for the Indirect Costs of Defense Con-
i_ tractors in the Aircraft Industr},,U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969.
}
Although CERs for some systems were based on in-house production costs
_ while CERs for other systems were based on subcontractor costs, the actual
source of the systems' costs should not signlfieantly alter the ¢ER. A
helicopter is composed of parts produced by the helicopter manufacturer
and by subcontractors and assembled by the manufacturer or, conversely,
the manufacturer could conceivably produce all of the parts. Thus, the
assumption is made that the aircraft manufacturer's "make or buy decision"
is based primarily on lowest cost. Therefore, the subcontractor costJ should
closely reflect the manufacturer costs for producing a similar item.
The rcmainlng costs are called "in-house assembly" and are the costs
i!_ of integrating the various major components and subassemblies into a com-
plete helicopter, ready to be delivered. Thus, in order to arrive at the
total recurring helicopter production cost_ in-house assembly costs must
be added to the system costs estimated using the system level CERs summarized
in Table 3.1. A factor for estimating these costs was developed by applying
the system level CERs to actual system weights of several helicopters for
which aggregate cost data were available. (2) The difference between the
actual cost and the estimated cost was assumed to represent the cost of
assembly. The results were generally consistent, although observed dif-
ferences could have been a functiou of errors in the system level CERs for
of differences among assemoly costs for different helicopter manufacturers
or models.
_us, by applying the system level CERs and adding the portion esti-
mated for in-house assembly, the total cost of a helicopter is estimated.
Unless exceptions are noted, these estimates should be appropriate for either
military or commercial hellcopters_ since their recurring production costs
are quite similar. It is, however, important to note that sales price may
differ markedly because of different strategies. Commercial prices are
generally relatively constant (except for inflation) so that the manufac-
turer "loses money" until after it passes the breakeven point, after which
profits are realized. Military sales usually reflect cost to a much greater
extent; even fixed price contracts typically decrease annually, which reflects
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learning. Thus, to use this model in a market analysis, a profit (say, of
I0 percent) needs to be assumed for military helicopter_ and a breakeven
price/quantlty needs to be assumed for commercial helicopters°
E. PERCEIVED VALIDITY OF COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
i_ Because the quality of the data available for this study ranged from
excellent to poor, the confidence which should be placed on the various cost
estimating relationships is an important issue. This is, in fact, an issue
which is frequently overlooked or ignored in cost analysis studies, One
1 reason for this may be that rating tile cost estimating relationships which
have been developed in accordance with their perceived validity is neces-
sarily a subjective task.
Where CERs were developed using regression analysis, the coefficient
of determination is an indicator of the explained variation from the total
variation and, thereby, provides a measure of "the validity of the CERs
derived. It does not, however, provide any indication of the quantity or
of the perceived completeness or accuracy of the data base. Further, no
comparable measures of validity are available for the CERs developed by
analogy or from general data provided by manufacturers. Therefore, "con-
f_dence values' were developed to indicate the perceived quality of the data
used in developing the CERs. These confidence values are defined in Table
3.3. They should be useful in indicating areas where potentxal errors might
occur in applying tile CERs or where further study could bo warranted.
Table 3.4 lists tbe confidence values assigned to each of the cost
estimating relationships sun_arized in Table 3.1. Confidence values were
calculated by prorating values assigned to major components and subassem-
blies in weighting them according to the following equation:
Ci
Vs _ _: 5- vi
i s
k_lere: V ,= confidence value
C = cost
s = system
.:_ i = each major component or subassembly
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i_ Table 3.3
BASIS FOR _TTRIBUTIh'_ CONFIDENCE VALUES
TO CO_T ESTIMATING RELATIO_ISHIPS
•!!_
_ Confidence in CER
So,,r_e of Data Reliability and Validity
Extensive detailed costs available and
_ _ accuracy confirmed by industry expert(s) 9.5 - I0
Estimate provided by industry expert(s)
and verified by some actual data 9 - 9.5
Similar estimate provided by at least two
industry experts or reported actual costs 8 - 9
Estimate provided by one industry expert
only 6 - 8
Estimate based on one reported actual cost 5 - 7
Estimate based on judgment using data for
similar item as basis for extrapolation 3 - 6
Other assumption 0 - 3
iI
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_ Table 3.4
S_.\RY OF CONFID._NCE VALUES
FOR cos r ESTIMArINc RELATIONSIIlpS
82"st---e-_m Confidence Value
I' 1. Wing 8.0
2. Rotor 9.5
3. Tall
A. Tall Rotor 5.0
B. Tail Structure
4. Body 8.0
5. Alighting Gear
A. Structure 8.0
B. Controls 8.0
C. Rolling Assembly 8.0
orj
D. Skids 3.0
6. Nacelle 8.0
7. Propulslon
A. Powerplant 8.0
B. Drive 9.0
C. Fuel 4.0
!
D. Other 4.0
I 8. Flight Cent rols 4.7
9. Auxll lary Power 6.0
t
I0. In'_;truments
A. Equipment 5.0
B. Other 6.0
1!. Ilydraultcs 6.5
12. Pneumatics 3.5
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Table 3.4 (Continued)
SL_'M_dkRYOF CONFIDENCE VALUES
' SFOR COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP_
Sy_.t_m Conftdence Value
13. ELectricaL 8,0
14, Avlonleu
A, Equipment 8.0
B, Other 6.0
15° Furnishings & Equipment 5,7
16. Air Conditioning & Ileat 6.0
17. A_tt-Ic lng 3.0
18. Load and Iiav.dling 6.0
19. In-House Assembly 8.___0_0
Total* 7.9
* The total con[tden(e value sbo_x is a _,elghted average based on the esti-
mated percentage of the total cost for each of the helicopter systems
pr,_vfdc_t i. Table 5.2.
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Camiidence values are ordinal mmbera wh-ch rt'fh,ct the relative con-
fidem'e attributed to each co_;t estimating relationship° They range from
a high of 10 to a low of O. In other _ords, a ¢.ERfor which a confidence
: value of ?.0 has been given l_ based on data whic|l is a'aaumed to be rm_re
reliable than one _,ith a 6.0 rating and le._s reliable than one with an 8.0
!_ ra t ing,
_La¢liCER represents a best effort. Allhout_h CERs with low ¢onfidetlt'e
v,tlues r_lght be improved with the availability of more cotaplete Informatlou,
It Is important to note that, in many cases, CFRs wlth relatively low con-
fldetlce valuetl replesent an lllaigniflcant portion of tile total cost and,
therelore, warrant I!O further effort to validate or lraprove them unlestt
the:_c sy:_tems bt, con_ of specific Interest.
F. EX/L_II'I.E APPLI('.'_TIONS OF COST E_TIIqATI,_ RELATIONSHIPS
Cost estln_tes were n_lde for the CII-3t_A, ¢11-47A and CII-53A u._llng the
equatlon,q in Table 3,1. Tilt, re:;ults are presented in T,_blea 3.5, 3,6 and
].7, respectlvelyo
Tilt"actual costs sho_,al are exehmlve of profit and were adjusted [or
itlflatlon, quantity and minor weight differences. The reported at'tual costs
itlclud_,d Ill-house zl,qsembly but excluded the rolling asse,ubly, powerplant,
ln,,_trtLm,.nts aml avionics. (Estimates for these items are shoha_ separately;
_lctuals wt, re tlot available for comparison). Idhcn esth_lted costs were com-
pared with actual costa at thin level, it _€_lS fotmd that tile C|1-5'3A w,ls
under-e::t l,r.lted by 8 percent while the CII-3t, A and CIII, IA were over-estimated
by I and q pt'rcet_t, re:::pecttw, Iy. This accuracy :_hould be acceptable for
the purpo:_e lot whtch these CER.q were Intended." I.e., to provide rapid,
.'_y::tt,:_ lew'l estimates _,f tilt, corot of conceptual de,_lgn.q.
i Fttt'tllel-mt_rt,, the,._o exzllup]os are felt to pl-ovldt, a ,qtrong test Of the
i_lot_t,| b_'t',lttse of the dlver,_¢ natttt'e of the three helicopters, as indicated
by the Iollowing:
blEW ot the three helicopters ranged from ¢_bout b,800 to 2),1100
pot|lldq ;
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Table 3.5
i ...... CH-34A COST ESTIMATE
(CACIo0 in $FY77)
Cost Cost Per
Svstem Weigh t ($000) Pound
1. Wing 0 0 -
2, Rotor 1,313 81.4 62
[ 3. Tail ( 260) (22.5) (87)
:i i Rotor 74 5.4 73
:_:_. Structure 186 17.1 92
> _ 4. Body 1,044 83.6 80
5. Alighting Gear* ( 357) (35.1) (98)
Structure 309 30.0 97
Controls 48 5.1 106
6. Nacelle 150 16.8 112
7. Propulsion* (1,452) (97.7) (67)
Drive 1,091 84.3 77
Fuel 361 13.4 37
8. Flight Controls 378 39.0 103
9. Auxiliary Power 0 0 -
11. Hydraulics 26 1.6 62
12. Pneumatics 0 0 -
13. Electrical 327 31.0 95
15. Furnishings & Equipment 189 8.6 46
16. Air Conditioning 72 9.9 138
17. Anti-Icing 0 0 -
18. Load and ltandltng 3 0.2 67
Subtotal 5,57! 427.4 77
19. In-ttouse Assembly - 366.9 -
Total 5,571 794.3 I43
Estimated CACI00 794.3
= -- = 1.01
Actual CACI00 784.5
Other
5. Alighting Gear ( 118) ( 1.6) (14)
Rolling Assembly 118 1.6 14
7. Propulsion (1,737) (701.4) (404)
l'ower pl ant 1,737 701.4 404
10. Instruments ( 108) (10.3) (95)
Equipment 76 8.4 111
Installation, Miscellaneous 32 1.9 59
14. Avionics ( 269) (39.3) (146)
Equipment 188 34.4 183
Installation, Miscellaneous 8t 4.9 60
Total Other 2,232 752.6 337
Total MEW 7,803 1,546.9 198
* Rt'maindcr of System included under "Other," below.
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ri Table 3.7
_!/_:_ CH-53A COST ESTIMATE
(CACIo0 in $FY77)
Cost Cost Per
System _ ($000) Pound
I. Wing 0 0 -
2. Rotor 4,489 309.5 69
_ii_ 3. Tail ( 673) ( 52.7) (78)
Rotor 367 26,6 72
Structure 306 26.1 85
4. Body 5,260 329.5 63
5. Alighting Gear* ( 774) ( 76.0) (98)
Structure 657 63.7 97
Controls 117 12.3 105
6. Nacelle 394 38.0 96
7, Propulsion* (4,295) ( 228.8) (53)
Drive 3,919 214.9 55
Fuel 376 13.9 37
8. Flight Controls 1,168 120.6 103
9. AuxiliaryPower 211 32.7 155
11. Hydraulics 132 8.0 61
12. Pneumatics 0 0 -
13. Electrical 601 56.9 95
15. Furnishings b Equipment |,289 58.9 46
16. Air Conditioning 234 32.2 138
17. Anti-Icing 77 10.9 142
18. Load and Handling 439 27.5 63
Subtotal 20,036 1,382.2 69
19. In-House Assembly - 1.189oi -
Total 20,036 2,571.3 128
Estimated CACIo0 2,571.3
- - 0.92
Actual CACIo0 2,787.3
Other
5. AlightingGear ( 245) ( 3.2) (13)
Rolling Assembly 245 3.2 13
7. Propulsion (1,762) ( 711.8) (404)
Powerplant 1,762 711.8 404
I0. Instruments ( 395) ( 36.6) (93)
Equipment 257 28.3 II0
Installation, Miscellaneous 138 8.3 60
14. Avionics ( 659) ( 73,5) (If2)
Equipment 406 58.4 144
Installation, Miscellaneous 253 15.1 60
Total Other 3,061 825.2 270
Total HEW 23,097 3,396,5 147
* Rc_mainderof System included under "Other," below.
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• One design (the CII-47A)Js a tandem;
_ • Two manufacturer_ are represented (Sikorsky built the CH-34A and
!i: C11-53A,and Boeing Vertol built the CII-47A).
i_ Finally, it is interesting to note :hat the model responded well to
design differences, as tha total estimated costs per [ound range from $147
to $200.
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!;'_ SECTION 4
'_ DETAILED SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSES
_ This section provides a detailed dlscus_ion of each weight estimating
;':_ relationship (WER) which was summarized in Table 2.4. Specifically, the
items included in each syBtem are described, the design and/or performance
characteristics which were examined in arriving at the best correlation
with weight are discussed, and alternative WERs are provided. Data which
were considered in deriving the WERs are presented in tabular form. Also,
where appropriate, the WERs are presented graphically, together'wlth the
data points used.
• 4-I
i
i_i i A, WING t TAIL, BOD_ AND NACELLE SYSTEHS
The structural systems (wing, tail, body and nacelle) are considered
together because they have similar designs and use similar materials and
/_ } methods of fabrication.
3 Wing System Description
Helicopters typically do not utilize wings, although some more recent
_ designs have incorporated small wing stubs to improve aerodynamic character-
istics or to carry military stores. Unlike the wings on fixed wlng aircraft,
helicopter _ings generally include only a simple box structure and do not
normally have control surfaces. Therefore, they do not have to acco=snodate
flight controls, hydraulic items or fuel systems. They may serve as falrlngs
or wheel wells for retracting landing gear.
Weight Estimating Re)atlonshi_
Weights _nd related information for winged helicopters included in the
data base are provided in Table 4.1.
Two explanatory variables, design gross weight (Wg) and wing surface
area (Sw) , are included in weight estimating relationships for the wings.
The WER is:
2
Equation r
- + .0212W 0.9385
W1 -49.967 + .970Sw g
The covarlance for the two independent variables is low (r2 = 0.5881). Sur-
prisingly, design gross weight is a more reliable estimator than wing surface
area. An equation using the design gross weight as the only variable provides
2
an r of 0.8775: WI = -99.418 + .0309W .g Similarly, an equation using sur-
face area as the variable yields an r2
of only 0.7689: W! = 136.416 + 2.211S w.
Other variables which were investigated, especially dive velocity (VD),
were found to have no explanatory power.
i_i The reliability of design gross weight as an estimator compared to
• _ wing surfaLe area should be treated with caution in vlew of the small number
4-2
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Tabl_ 4.1
kING SYSTEMI_IGHT_ PERFORMANCEAND DESIGN DATA
DESIGN WING
GROSS SURFACE DIVE
:_, kING WEIGHT AREA VELOCITY
269A
OI{-6A
TH-57A
OH-58A
OH-23G
OH-13S
B0105
286
UH-IH
H-52A
UH-19D
UI{-2B
AH-16C 240 3.5 I0,000 59UH-2D 210
YAH-64 252 3,2 13_950 71CH-34A 204
CH-21C
YUH-63 349 3.6 15,645 54YUH-61A 218
•i_ YUH-60A
:;1 s,-3a
S-67 453 3.9 17p300 98
AIl-56A 539 4.5 18,300 195CH-46F
CH-47A
CH-54A
*CII-37A 621 2.9 30,342YH-16A
CH-53A
) 347
Others
A]I-IG 122 2.I 6,600 28 210
AH-56 404 3.4 16,995 130
* Not used in developing WER
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ill of winged helicopters: The data included only seven helicopters with MEWs
between 6,000 and 13,000 pounds. Therefore, both variables should be in-
cluded until there is agree, ter sample of winged models.
'_ Because there are few data points and two independent variables, the
_ wing WER is not presented graphically.
ii!_
i_ii__ Tail S_stem_ Description
A tail system may not be present on all helicopters, since tandem
designs do not necessarily require a tail. The usual tall system includes
all the aerodynamic surfaces and the mounts for the tail rotor. The hell-
copter tail is a simple structure similar to the wing _tructure in that
control surfaces are not usually incorporated. The tail rotor and the main
rotor are defined similarll'.
We!ght Estimating Relat_onshlps
i_i Weights for the tail structure, tall rotor and their total are sum-
_i_ marized in Table 4.2, together with relevant characteristics.
Tail Structure
A single WER was developed for the tail structure, encompassing both
single and tandem helicopters. It is:
2
ERuation r Notes
W3B = -17.872 + 2.829Stt + Kt 0.9178 Single: Kt = 0
t Tandem: Kt - -111.1
A reasonable fit using the combined areas of horizontal and vertical
tall surface area was achieved. With the exception of the CH-34A and CH-37A,
the single helicopters, including the larger ones, were fairly close to the
trend llne.
The three tandem models for which data were available were slgnif-
icantly lighter than the single helicopters by an average of lll.l pounds.
This is denoted by Kt. As the three tandem models are clustered closely
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Table 4.2
TAlL SYSTEM WEIGHT, PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA
i DESIGN TAIL MAIN TAIL NUM[
I GROSS SURFACE ROTOR ROTOR OI
• TAll, ROTOR STRUCTURE WEIGHT AREA CON- RADIUS BLAI
MODEL W? %MEW W3A W3B Wg Stt FIG.** TRR N_
269A 9 1.0 5 4 1,600 4.1
OH-6A 23 1.9 7 16 2,400 12.3 2.1
TII-57A 34 2.2 8 26 2,900 19.9 2.6
011-58A 32 2.1 I0 22 3,000 18.6 2.6
* OH-23C 21 I.I 17 4 2,800 2.8
OH-13S 17 0.9 8 9 2)850 8.7 2.9
BOI05 56 2.4 22 34 4,630 19.2 3.1
286 69 2.3 29 40 4)700 19oi 3.3
UH-IH 84 1.6 30 54 6,600 31.3 4.3
H-52A 106 1.9 53 53 7,500 37.0 4.4
UH-19D I01 1.8 60 41 7,100 23.8 4.4
UH-2B 96 1.6 68 28 7,378 15.0 4.0
A]{-16C 151 2.2 73 78 I0,000 29.0 5.1
Ull-2D 216 2.8 104 112 10,187 49.0 4.0
YAH-64 237 3.0 85 152 13,950 66.4 4.2
CH-34A 260 3.3 74 186 11,867 75.3 4.8
CH-21C 162 1.8 162 13,300 I01.0 T
YU}{-63 184 1.9 84 I00 15,645 57.3 4.8 '
YUH-60A 346 3.Z: 105 241 16,250 106.4 5.5 ,
SH-3A 222 1.9 99 123 18,064 46.7 5.0
S-67 468 4.0 103 365 17,300 120.0 5.2
AH-56A 287 2.4 130 157 18,300 56.4 5.0 ,
i C|{-46F T
ill CI{-47A Too oooo42.7 8.0
CII-37A 570 2.7 345 225 30,342 112.0 7.5
YH-16A 133 0.6 133 34,000 I00.0 T
CH-53A 673 2.9 367 306 33,500 93.4 8.0
?47 T
Others
i!i OH-4A 18 II 7 2,900 7.9 2.6
H-43B 136 136 6,418 87.8 T
* Not used In developing WER.
ii:!i, unless designated T '_ Tandem,
Single main rotor
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%
together without a well-deflned slope of their own, it can be hypothesized
. that their slope is similar to single, med_.Is.
_t:,.._, The only other variable considered was deslgn gross weight, but its
•:_" 2
,_.:_. r is only 0.5506 and adds nothing to the explanatory power of total surface
.,,, area.
;:)t
The WERs for tail structure are presented graphically in Figure 4.1,
together with the data from which they were derived.
Tail Rotor
Two WERs were developed for the tail rotor to meet the needs of the
user •
2
Equat ion r
_n W3A = - 8.327 + 1.352 £n W 0.9497g
W3A = -29.916 + .0102Wg 0.9180
The log-llnear relationship is the stronger and yields positive values for
all tail rotor and gross weight combinations. Due to the small size of tall
rotor blades and lack of data for most helicopters, a usable planform area
statistic equivalent to that of the main rotor could not be derived. Another
possible derived statistic (tail rotor radius multiplied by the number of
2
blades) yields an r of 0.89 in log-linear form, but high covariance with
design gross weigllt prevents it from adding any explanatory power. As in
the case of the main rotor, which will be discussed later, separate equa-
tions derived by grouping according to the number of blades add no additional
iufo rma tion.
The linear equation has a large negative intercept in relation to the
design gross weight coefficient, and yields negative values for models with
design gross weights of less than 3,000 pounds, tt can, however, be aggre-
gated with other systems for future investigation (e.g., all structure sys-
tems as a group).
Both the linear and logarithmic tail rotor WERs and the data fro,, whlc||
they were derived are presented graphically in Figure 4.2.
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::':_" Bo-|v System Description
:--_ , The body system consluts of the fuselage shell structure, door and
.  tndo  r, mes,door,  la do s,floor, bulkho d ,cock,it and
radome. Door actuation mechani.sma, airstairs (when installed) and loading
ramps are also included,
_ Body system wei[,hts and surface areas are provided in Table 4.3 for
helicopters Included in the data base.
_ht E,_tim_tting Relationsht
The following WER was obtained for helicopter bodies:
2
ERL_ttIon r
N4 ,'-2&9,023 + 2,356S b 0°9684
Variances from the trend llno dtte to body configurations (glass sur-
face area, doors, armor plate for attack m_dels, etc.) and othe.r performance.
characteristics (e.g., number of passengers) are not statistically significant
2
and add nothing to the r . Total body surface area is by far the most cell-
.)
able explanatory variable for body weight. The Ib/ft" ratio is fairly con-
stant throughout the range of helicopters at approximately 2.2, but declines
slightly for the smalhr models to about 2.05 due to thinner fuselage struc-
ture.
Tile body WER is presented graphica, ly, together with the data from
which it was derived, in Figure 4.3.
Nacelle S>'stem Descript__o__.n
Tile nacelle system includes the engine mount, firewall and cowl struc-
I
ture, engine air inlet, oil cooler scoop and miscellamTous installation hard-
ware •
; Nacelle system weights and related characteristics are presented in
Table 4.4.
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_ Table 4.3
BODYSYS'I'F_iWEI(;I!'F, PIRFORHANCE ANI) DESI_.N DATA
BOI_Y
:_! SURFAC_
BODY AREA
"_ ,_k_Dl-'l. W4 7iMEW S b
* 2_9A 125 12.7
Oll-t,A 242 20.1 205
".rll-STA 3 ._ti 21.8 244
O11-58A 3 12 21.5 247
'_ OII-23G 248 1_.O
1111-13S 221 l 1.5 121
BOIOS 472 20.2 27 7
281_ 4'_1_ 16.0 21,2
l;lt- Ill ! ,O35 lq.8 (_2b
i1-52A !, 203 22.t, 849
UIt- 1,_1) 985 I t_.q 640
UII-2 B 1,25_) 21.3 609
All-It,t: 1,327 lq.2 469
L;H-.'I_ 1,39.', 18.3 738
YAII-t_4 1,311 io.7 bob
CII- 3 ',A !, 044 1ii. :, 817
CII-2 !C 1,884 20.t_ l, 180
Yt;ll-t,_ !, 720 i 7.1 623
YI'I!-_,I.\ ! ,o48 Ih.S 757
Yiqf-t_OA 1,720 10. q 805
Sll- IA 2,000 17.5 !, 112
S-o7 !,t,95 14.4 q4 ]
All,-" i.A 1,872 1,5.5 847
C_l-..t,l: 3, 12(, 23.5 ! ,452
Lll-4 ;A 4,487 25.3 2, ! St)
CII-'-,4A 2,O8!3 14.O 1,199
CII- I 7,' 3,247 IS._ 1,553
YII- I n.\ 5,4 24 23.9 2,300
l;ll-:, i.X 5,2o0 22.3 2,262
34 7 6,259 25.2 21587
Ill llt't':;
Oil- ,.\ 35') 24 4
11-4 IIi "}0 4 4_0
* Not u:it'd in dt'v,'!ot*ing k'EK.
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? i:!.i Tab le 4.4
.!_,: NACELI,E SYS'rFM WEIGHT, I'ERFOR,_L,\NCEAND DESIGN DATA
SURFACE NI._IBER
,!_ NACELLE AREA ENGINE OF
q' ,_IODEL W6 %MEW Sn TYPEt ENGINES
ii)i, .........
* 269A 7 O. 7 1 I
* OIt-6A 8 O. 7 2 1
T11-57,\ 32 2. ! 50.0 2 !
O1t-_8A 36 2.3 50.0 2 1
* o!i-23(1 79 ,_. 1 1 1
* (')il-I 3S 37 i.9 1 1
BO1Ob 25 1.1 1 2
* '" 12 2 I
_ot_ 0.4
Vtl-||l 114 2.2 82.7 2 i
II-%?A 63 1.1 40.0 2 1
1!ii- l,II_ 147 2.5 1 1
III|-?B 161 2.7 II0.0 '2 I
,\ll-lt_C 180 2.b 114.0 2 1
Ftl-2D 371 4.9 161.O 2 .:
YAII-t_4 123 1.6 115.7 2 '2
* t:ll- _4,\ 15(1 1.8 1 |
* Cll-2 IC 89 1.0 1
YL'I!-t, ; 252 2.6 105.0 2 2
YL'Ii-(,IA 210 2.1 ,_8 0 2 "
Yl'it-t,t)A 155 1.5 73.0 1 2
* SH-_A 131 I.i 2 "_
* ,q-l, 7 156 1.3 43.0 i 2
All-!h,.\ 231 1.q 119.O 2 I
" * {;ll- ',I)F 71 0.5 2 2
Ctt-., 7.\ 176 1.0 IO8.0 2 2
* CII-'i4A 06 O.3 '2 2
* Oil- _,',\ 1,09,q 5.2 1 2
* hil- I..\ 119 0.5
t:ll-', l,\ Y44 1.7 178.0 2 2
34 ] lq I 0.8 108.0 '2 2
Ot h*'rs
_I_-4A 25 2 1
* Iql-2%B oO
11-4 _1_ 74 2q.o 2 1
AI|--It; 147 2. h 104.O
I'll- t N 1') ? 3.3 104 2 '2 2
All- 1,1 20 ! 3. '7 117.0 2 2
* N_t used in developing WI'R.
_ Env, ine l'ype:_: 1 - Reciprocating; 2 - Turboshaft.
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We__ht EstJmat_nK_ Relationsh1_
_ The following WER was derived for the nacelle:
2
EQuation r Notes
i_ W6 - -64.779 + 2.401Sn 0.9050 External, body-mounted
-:_: wlt_out armor
Surface area ls the only reliable estimator for nacelle weight. Models
which have their nacelle_ located 11;the fuselage (including all the recip-
rocating-engine helicopters in the sample) have surface areas and welght_
which are inslgniflcant and, therefore, were not included In the sample. The
advanced attack and _£TAS models, whose nacelle weights are generally higher
due to armor-plating provided for protection against small-arms fire, and
one model (the CH-37A) in which the engine is located on the wing, were also
excluded. As there Is no significant difference between one- and two-engine
models, all the helicopters included can be represented by one equation.
Analysis indicated t}mt no other variable adds any explanatory power
to the equation.
The WER for the nacelle is illustrated In Figure 4.4, together with
the data from which it was derived.
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• ,i i B.' ROTORSYSTEM
! _i Rotor S>,stemDescrip,tlon
The rotor system consists of the blade assembly and the hub and hinge
_ assembly. The blade assembly includes the interspace structure, leading
_ _ and trailing edges, tips (if not integral) balance weights,
_f , and mountingiI hardware and blade foldings. The hub and hinge assembly includes the yoke,
universal Joints, shafting between the rotor system and the drive box,
_i_i spacers and bushings, lubrication system, fittings, pins, drag brace, reten-
_i tlon strap assembly, and fasteners and miscellaneous hardware.
i WERs were developed for the complete rotor system and for the blade
and hub and hinge assemblies separately.
Weight Estimating Relaticnshi_s
_ Weights for the blade _nd hub and hinge assemblies and for the com-
_ plete main rotor are presen_.edin Table 4.5, together with other related
information for hellcopter_ included in the data base.
The following WERs were obtained for the main rotor system:
2
Equation r Notes
W2 " -194.685 + 12.164Spi 0.9774 Total rotor
W2A = - 88.742 4 6.403Spi 0.9713 Blade assembly
W2B ..-105.943 + 5.761Spi 0.9626 Hub and hinge
The blade planform surface area (Spl) is the most convenient variable for
this system. It is determined by the multiplication of three components:
blade length,* blade chord, and number of blades (per hub). Due to high
covarlance between blade length and chord, and to low correlation between
weight and number of blades, a multiple regression with separate coeffi-
cients for each Spl component does not improve the fit significantly. There
* Blade length is shorter than blade radius, which is the distance from
hub center to blade tip.
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Table 4.5
ROTOR SYSTEM WEIGIIT, PERFOI_dANCE AND DESIGN DATA
..... PLANFORM MAIN
BLADE HUB & SURFACE ROTOR NUMBER (
ROTOR* ASSI_24BLY HINGE* AREA CON- BLADES
MODEL W2 %MEW W2A W2B Spl FIG.** TYPE*** Nb
::)_]! 269A 115 11.7 66 49 20.1 3OH-6A 74 4 5 109 65 6 0 A 4
[! _; TII-57A 277 18.0 187 90 31.9 T' 2
t O11-58A 281 18o2 190 91 33.9 2
OH-23G 311 16.3 163 148 32.2 T' 2Ol{-I3S 284 14.7 182 102 32.5 T' 2
B0105 462 19.7 264 198 45.6 R 4
286 726 24.4 427 299 68.3 R 4
U}I-I|I 742 14.2 406 336 76.9 T' 2
II-52A 785 14.1 425 360 92.5 A 3
UII-19D 786 13.5 422 364 92.5 A 3
UII-2B 1,329 22.5 720 609 124.2 A 4
AI[-16C 1,400 20.3 675 725 111.4 T' 2
UII-2D 1,325 17.4 720 605 124.8 A 4
YAH-64 1,207 15.4 664 543 150.0 A 4
CH-34A 1,313 16.8 652 661 129.1 A 4
CII-21C 672 14.7 339 333 76.3 T A 3
YUll-63 1,656 17.0 979 677 174.9 T' 2
YUII-6]A 1,645 16.7 1,052 593 145.1 R 4
YUII-60A 1,558 15.3 809 749 160.0 A 4
SII-3A 2,328* 20.3 1,012 1,316" 186.3 A 5
S-67 2,348 20.0 1,039 1,309 186.3 A 5
AII-56A 2,372 19.6 1,239 1,133 184.0 R 4
CII-46F 1,212" 18.2 659 753* 93.1 T A 3
CI1-47A 1,498 16.9 805 693 136.5 T A 3
C11-54A 4,052 21.1 2,115 1,937 315.7 A 6
C11-37A 3,251 15.3 1,749 1,502 272.6 A 5
YH-16A 2,268 20.0 1,099 1,169 244.6 T A 3
CH-53A 4,489* 19.4 2,120 2,369* 348.7 A 6
347 2,527 20.4 1,370 1,157 225.2 T A 4
Others
OH-4A 250 157 93 28.8 T' 2
UH-25B 273 136 137 52.8 T A 3
H-43B 422 351 71 61.3 T T' 2
CH-53E 6,164" 19.8 2,922 3,242* 451.8 A 7
* Weights include blade foldings; models with foldings (designated *) were
normalized by excluding foldlng welrr.htswhen calculating WERs.
** Single main rotor unless desigrated T = Tandem; note that weights and WERs
for tandem models are for one rotor only.
*** A = Articulated; R = Rigid; T'= Teetering.
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were no significant differences between rotor type (articulated, teetering,
rigid) in determining weight estimates, or between simple and tandem models.
i_ The WER for themainrotoris illustratedInFigure4.5,together
i! with the data from which it was derived.
q
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C. ALIGHTING GEAR SYSTEM
Alighting Gear System Descriptlq_
i_ Helicopters have two general types of alighting gears. Smaller hell-
copters (under about 3,000 pounds MEW) usually have skids which are fixed
r_ runners and which support the airframe on landing. Larger helicopters
generally have fixed wheel-type alighting gears to enable them to be towed
on the ground and to take off non-vertically. This system includes landing
gear structvre, which is made up of struts_ side and drag braces, trunnions
and attachment fittings. The alighting gear controls include components
for braking, steering and retraction (on a few newer models). They also
include llne_ from the cockpit controls to the landing gears. The rolling
assembly includes wheels, brakes and tires.
Weight Est_natin_ Relationships
Weights and design characteristics of the helicopter alighting gears
included in the data base are provided in Table 4.6.
Separate WERs were derived fo_ skid and wheeled alighting gears:
2
Equation r Notes
W5 = 161.361 + .OII7W - 17.480V 0.8061 Skidg ss
= 0.9218 Wheeled
W5 85.875 + .0304Wg
W5 - - 5.489 + .0342W 0.9347 Allg
Wheeled gears were reliably estimated by design gross weight. Other
pertinent performance criteria (vehicle sink speed--V --oleo travel and
ss
oleo length) added nothing to the explained variation of designed gross
weight. Nor was there any statistical difference between the various sub-
types of wheeled gears (conventional, tail, etc.) or between the locations
of gears (fuselage, wing, etc.)
Skid-type gears are placed on small helicopters whose MEW does not
exceed about 5,000 pounds. Unlike wheeled gears, a second performance
characteristic, V , improves the r2 for skid gears significantly. A
SS
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!_ Table 4.6
_ ALIGHTING GEAR SYSTEM WEIGHT, PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA
ALIGIITING GROSS SINK OLEO OLEO
MODEL W5 %MEW W V OF TRAVEL LENGTHg ss GEAR OLTRV LOLEO
ii_i_ 269A 53 5.4 1,600 8.00 Skid 3.5
O11-6A 70 5.8 2,400 6.00 Skid 3.3
TH-57A 45 3.0 2,900 8.00 Skid
OH-58A 35 2.6 3,000 8.00 Skid
i OH-23C 88 4.6 2,800 Skid
Oll-13S 54 2.8 2,850 8°00 Skid
BO]05 94 4.0 4,630 8.25 Skid
286 142 4.8 4,700 6.00 Skid
UH-Itl 121 2.3 6,600 6.00 Skid
ll-52A 485 8.7 7,500 8.00 Roll 14,0
UH-191) 287 5.0 7,100 I0.00 Roll 10.6
UII-2B 343 5.8 7,378 I0.00 Roll 3.5 47.0
AH-16C 134 1.9 i0,000 8.00 Skid
UII-2D 424 5.6 10,187 8.00 Roll 2.2 47.0
YAII-64 396 5.0 13,950 I0.00 Roll 16.7 74.0
CH-34A 475 6.1 11,867 8.00 Roll Ii.0
CH-21C 522 5.7 13,300 8.00 Roll 11.3 80.0
YUII-63 497 5.1 15,645 i0.00 Roll 14.0 48.3
YUII-61_ 500 5.1 15,313 12.00 Roll 30.0 76.9
YUII-60A 659 6.4 16,250 I0.00 Roll 13.0 71.0
SII-3A 748 6.5 18,064 8.00 Roll 12.0 37.4
S-67 656 5.6 17,300 8.00 Roll 12.0
AII-56A 653 5.4 18,300 I0.00 Roll 11.2 55.3
CH-46F 591 4.4 20,800 8.00 Roll ii.0 45.0
Cll-47A 1,086 6.1 33,000 8.00 Roll 9.2 61.6
* CH-54A 1,794 9.3 38,000 8.00 Roll
CII-37A 983 4.6 30,342 8.00 Roll 13.5
YH-16A 1,244 5.5 34,000 8.00 Roll 12.9 32.0
CH-53A l,Ol_ 4.4 33,500 8.00 Roll 12.0 35.5
* 347 1,114 4.5 42,500 8.00 Roll 11.7 65.6
Others
i OII-4A 43 2,900 Skid
UII-25B 185 5,750 Roll
|I-43B 6,418 5.50 Roll 9.0 23.0
* Not used in developing WER.
I Not used in developing skid WER.
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4
%:;, simple regression for skid landing Keats on _ross weight w_uld be: W 5 -
X0,557+ .0186W . This Elves an r2 of only 0.5660,but addingV raises
K ss
the r2 to 0,8061. Due to the _arrow range of gross weight for skld-type
helicopters and to the low r2, its slope and intercept cannot be regarded
as statistically distinct from the wheeled equation. Therefore, both tha
), skld-typeand the wheeledmodels can be representedadequatelyby the
overallequation, Vss adds nothinK to this equation.
The combined WER is illustrated in Figure 4.6, to&_ther with the
data from which it was developed,
|
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/Tlw l'r,'p\1 1nl(lO 8)'9t,~Ul Inc ludt'll t hH't~ m.:dn SUbtlystt'm5: th~ powcr-
plant. till.' drive, .llld lh~ flu.·1 fiyttt~'m. nw 1~'>o1,'q·l.l:lt. HIlt>,"~'lH" ll"'lu.!t'\t
th,-, dry "n~ln,-" rl~r;idual fluidg all,t hwt.t!l<lt i('" hardw,lr'-' all wll lUI rc-
Llt,·tl ,·,'ml'mh"nt~l: st3rh>(", air tlhlll,'t"I', exhaust an,1 (',,,,I in~ itemlt, luhrt-
tw.lr l'Il"'\'" rc,hH',~rlJ. tr;\lu;tnlltlJlon ,lrlv,', r,'tor lIt.lkE' .:10.1 lJi~"ft ••lnd lube
syst"m, 111'" fuel H\lbIlYIH'~lIl indu,lell the f\l,~l flll. .Ind Jr.\{r. syNlt'll\, fuel
dis1r lhut h'n tWst\.'lIl. (u,'l v,'nt r 1umh in,.:. ,lIhl f u\,1 l,mks,
\J.·i,.:.hts "f c':Ieh of tilt' m.tln l'r"1'"1s1-'" ~ubsySl''lII1l "rc pn'l>t.·nh·d in
T,Iht.! .. ,7. tOI~cthcr with n'!t.'wlnt 1wri,'rm;ll\c,,' anJ d"si~n dl.lr<\\'h.'rh;th'lI
f,'r th,'SC lwl h','pt"rs lnclu,h',l 1n ,Hlr J.IL, h•• tll',
H,'1h~opt,'rll were ~r'l\l\wJ Ih.'c,'r.\{n~~ t., th,- typ" (n·,'ll'n"-,,tin,.:. .Ill,l
turl>,'sh"ft) ImJ numb.'r (sl"l~h' ,lr twin) l1r l·ni~illcs. in ,"'J,-r tt.' ad,1t.'vt'
sallsLI,·tory r,·sults. \~cil~ht for h~1 "'optcrs in t.'aeh ~ro\lpil\~ waif tlwl\
corr~lalcd with several ind~pcl\dc"t variables. As indicat~d hy th~ fullowillR
WERst CI\Mll\~ horscpower WitS found to prDvld~ the best estimates of powrr
r I. III t Wl' l!~h t :
Equation ~ N,.t,'sr
.--._._-
----_..
W7A n 304.4H3 + 1.0nlll' o. 95,~~) Rcc il"'(h:at ln~~, cn~lllc
"
\"7A .. 211.5116 + .~29111' O.Q:-l17 Rc<'lpl't'cat in!~. 2 '~I'!'i i nest.'
I.. .., \ .. un. :''.'13 + • \{''/lll' O.~,'ll \ TlIrh,,~;haft , cll~int.'
II
.'
I,' 7A .. 408.198 + • 192II\' o. 'H 7b Tlirhoshaft, 2 cnr,illl'sl'
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: '_ Table 4.7
il !/
POUtR-
PROPULSN PLANT DRIVE FUEL
MODEL W7 %q_EW W7A WTB WTC
21,9,\ 503 51.1 336 142 25 *
Oil-hA 341 28.3 192 113 36
°I[[-57A 396 25.8 194 176 26
O1t-58A 419 27. i 165 215 39
O11-23G 771 40.5 551 198 22
Otl-135 845 43.4 588 155 102 *
BOLOS 804 34.3 348 395 61
?Su 865 29.0 369 440 56
IIll-Ill 1,632 31.2 683 658 291
il-52A 1,115 20°0 360 621 134
UII-IOD 2,525 43.3 11244 1,064 217
t."H-2B 1,467 24.8 635 733 99 *
All- 16C 1,912 27.7 835 825 252 *
VII-2D 2,365 31.0 805 11361 199
YM{-04 2,687 34.2 1,089 1,101 497
CIt-;14A 3)189 40.9 1)737 1,091 361
C!I-21(" 3)371 36.8 1)809 1,393 169
Yt!ll-63 3,020 31.0 11093 1,523 404
YUII-61A 2,767 28.2 831 1,576 360
YUII-60A 2,730 26.7 862 1,405 463
SII-3A 2,724 23.8 701 1,763 260 *
S-67 3,466 29.4 941 2,123 402 *
AH-56A 2,895 24.0 969 * 1,680 246
CII-46F 3,235 24.3 951 2,010 274
('II-47A 5,151 29.0 I,342 3,531 278
CII-54A 6,857 35.7 2,185 3,797 875
CII-37A 8,419 39.6 5,516 * 2,567 336
YII-I6A 7,822 34.5 3,706 * 3,679 437
CII-53A 6,057 26.2 I,762 3,919 376
347 61881 27.7 I,741 3,796 1,344
Others
Oll-4A 390 199 159 32 *
UII-25B 1,667 1,020 587 60 *
1t-43B 1,542 697 * 730 115 *
* Not used in devel.oping WER_
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_ Table 4.7 (Continued)
!
_)?_ PROPULSION SYSTFM WEIGHT, PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA
DESIGN
HORSE- CROSS GEARFUFL NLr_ER IYOX
POWER WEIGHT
_: bP W QUAITrITY ENGINE OF ENGINE EArlo
i:_ MODEL e $ G TYPEt ENGINES RPM GBR
269A 180 1,600 I I 2,900 6.01
Oil-6A 250 2,400 62 2 I 6,180 12.80
TII-57A 317 2)900 76 2 I 36,050 101.73
OII-58A 317 3,000 73 2 1 36,050 101.73
Oib=23G 305 2)800 46 I I 3,200 8.66
Oil-I 3S 260 2,850 I I 3,200 9.00
BOI05 600 4,630 154 1 2 6,000 14. I0
286 550 4,700 82 2 1 6,230 17.55
UIi-III 1,103 6,600 211 2 I 21,189 67.50
11-52A I,050 7,500 325 2 I 18,970 89.50
UII-19D 800 7,100 175 I I 2,400 11.31
UII-2B I,250 7)378 2 I 19,500 70.41
All-16C 2,050 I0,000 2 I 14,500 49.00
UII-2D 2,500 I0,187 276 2 2 6,000 20.80
YAII-()4 3,000 13,950 353 2 2 20,000 69.77
CII- 3-_A 1,525 II,867 263 1 1 2,500 11.31
CI1-2I(1 1,425 13,300 300 I I 2,700 9.71
YUII-03 3,000 15,645 343 2 2 20,000 72.46
Yt!II-blA 3,000 15,313 352 2 2 20,000 67.60
Yt!II-(,OA 3,036 16,250 343 1 2 20)000 76.04
SH-3A 2,500 18,064 2 2 18,966 93.46
S-O? 3,000 17,300 I 2 19,700 93.46
AII-S6A 3,925 18,300 438 2 1 13)600 55.30
CII-46F 2,600 20,800 380 2 2 19,500 73.77
CII-47A 4,400 33,000 620 2 2 14,750 66.00
ClI-54A 9,600 38,000 1,342 2 2 9,000 48.54
CII-37A 4,200 30,342 410 1 2 2,600 14.01
YII-I6A 3,600 34,000 700 2 2 6,400 97.61
Cil-53A 5,700 33,500 638 2 2 13,600 73.51
347 7,500 42,500 1,200 2 2 15,690 64'00
Others
OH-4A 250 2,900 2 1 36,050 15.21
UH-25B 525 5,750 I 1
II-43B 860 6,418 2 I 6,680 28.41
€
i Engi.e Typt:s: 1 - Reciprocating; 2 - Turboshaft.
L
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_ _::: The WERs are presented graphically together with the data from which
I:i! I 2Although design gross weight gave r s similar to those obtained using
engine horsepower for single engine helicopters, engine horsepower was
found to be much better for two-engine models, especially for tarboshaft
models. Due to high eovarlance, neither weight nor any other related
characteristic (e.g., engine RPM, gear-box ratio) Improved the coefficient
of variation significantly. Both engine horsepower and design gross weight
yielded slgnlflcantlv different slopes for single engine, reciprocating
models, making a single equation for all categorles inappropriate.
Separate equations for engines and powerplant residual (air Induetlon,
exhaust and cooling, engine controls, starter system) were also obtained.
For the engines, the following WERs were derived:
2
Equat ion r Notes
WTA , ,,243,592 + .79611Pe 0.9492 Reciprocating, I engine
W7A, = 161.776 + .192HP e 0.9226 Reciprocating, 2 engines
WIA , ,, 98.120 + .243dPe 0.8458 Turboshaft, I engine
WTA, ,. 249.094 + .I79HP e 0.9540 Turboshaft, 2 engllles
As engines comprise 75 to 80 percent of the powerplant, the WERs are com-
parable. Correlations are also similar. As with the entire powerplant,
engine correlations were lower for gross weight and RPM for all model types.
Separate equations for tile powerplant residual were harder to derive,
but workable WERs for single engine models were ob,_ained:
2
Equa tion r Notes
W7A. = 60.891 + .230HP e 0.7854 Reciprocating, I engine
WTA.. = 32.123 + .126HP e 0.5853 Turboshaft, I engine
WERs for two-engine models cottld not be derived due to lack of correlation
with any relevant performance characteristic. No:letheless, the following
constants were calculated:
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HP
e
Standard
Weight Estimate Deviation Notes
%
WT_,, - 141 125 Reciprocating, 2 engines
W7A,, - 241 65 Turboshaft, 2 engines
!_ In general, s_parate equations for engines and powerplant residuals do not
ii_' improve the estimates.
Drive
A single WER was found to be appropriate for all drive systems:
2
E_uation r
W7B= -35.551 + .IOIW 0.9657g
Design gross weight is the best explanatory variable for this sub-
system, yielding a high r 2. Engine horsepower did not have as high a co-
efficient of determination in any category (type of engine, number of
2
engines, etc.) but was a fairly good estimator, with r s ranging from 0.70
for two-englne, turboshaft models to 0.93 for turboshaft, single engine
2
models. Results for RPH and gear-box ratio were highly erratic. The r s
for the variables considered are summarized below:
Number DesiRn Engine Gear Number
of Gross Horse Box HC in
E.__ni_ We__,ht Power RPM Ratio Sample
Reclp. 1 .9055 .8636 .6777 .5369 6
Recip. 2 .8814 .8192 .8J46 .9540 3
Turbo. 1 .9713 .9270 .1681 .0001 11
Turbo. 2 .9359 .7008 .1459 .1104 I0
Gross weight is the best estimator. As the differences in slopes and inter-
cepts of each case above are statistically insignificant, an overall equa-
tion for the drive system is appropriate, as indicated above. Separate
equations for the other performance characteristics vary widely and yield
weak overall results when combined.
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The drive system WER and the data upon which it is based are presented
i!i inF,gure4.8.
Fuel System
,21
_ The following WER was derived for fuel systems:
i_ 2
Equation r
W7C = 10.974 + .790G 0.7732
Fuel capacity (gallons) is the only candidate variable with an acceptable
correlation. Number of tanks was also considered separately. Some dif-
ferences were detected between protected aud unprotected tanks, but separate
equations for tanks alone had weak correlations (0.5 to 0.6). Also, ta_ks
comprise only a fraction (25 to 30 percent) of the fuel system, which further
dilutes the importance of tank protection as a variable. It is suggested
that weight_ of fuel systems with protected (unprotected) tanks be raised
(lowered) by a factor of 0.25. Many models have both types of tanks, and
their weight estimates should be adjusted accordingly.
The fuel system WER and the data upon which it is based are presented
in Figure 4.9.
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Figure6.8
W7B DRIVE SYSTEMWER
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W7C FUEL SYSTEM WER
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E. FLIGHT CONTROLS SYSTEM
Fli_ht Controls System DescrIptlon
The helicopter flight controls system includes: cabin controls (cyclic
control column, collective pitch levers and rudder or tall rotor pedal);
mechanical operating mechanism (swash plate, stabilizing bar, linkages, bear-
ings and levers, bellcranks); hydraulic controls; fluid; and miscellaneous
hardware.
Weigh t Estimating Relationship
Weights and related information for the flight controls system are
provided in Table 4.8.
Design gross weight is the only reliable estimator for flight controls
weight. The WER is presented below:
2
F_uation r
W8 = 62.02_ + .0334W 0.9475g
Even though flight controls are strongly related to the main rotor
function, rotor characteristics add no additional explanatory power to
the equation; varying rotor types (hingeless, articulating, etc.) make no
statistical difference.
Weights for the tandem models are consistently higher than for the
overall trend line by about 55 pounds, but this is not significant in view
of the average flight control weight (535 pounds) and standard deviation
(373 pounds). The actual tandem weights would fall well within any standard
confidence intervals. Similarly, data for UTTAS and AANmodels (weakly)
suggest higher weights than those predicted by the equation; the differences
are, however, not significant.
Finally, the presence of wings (as a flight control device) is not sig-
nlflcant. A_Ithough one might expect flight controls weights to be affected
by wings, models with wings appear on both sides of the trend llne.
The WER and the data from which it was derived are presented in Figure
4.10.
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Table 4.8
i!:_ FLIGHT CONTROLS SYSTEM WEIGHT, PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA
DESIGN
FLIGHT GROSS MAIN
CONTROLS WEIGHT ROTOR
HODEL W8 %MEW Wg __ TYPE_ TANDEfi WING
269A 51 5.2 1,600 I
OH-6A 65 5.4 2,400 1
TH-57A 133 8.7 2,900 2
OH-58A 125 8.1 3,000 2
OH-23G 108 5.7 2,800 2
OH-13S 153 7.9 2,850 2
B0105 189 8.1 4,63D 4
286 327 II.0 4,700 3
UH-IH 357 6.8 6,600 1
H-52A 353 6.3 7,500 I
UH-19D 164 2.8 7,100 '
UH-2B 301 5.1 7,378 t
MI-16C 469 6.8 I0,000 2 W
UH-2D 300 3.9 10,187 1
YAH-64 419 5.3 13,950 I W
CII-34A 378 4.8 11,867 1
CII-21C 561 6.1 13,300 I T
YUH-63 596 6.1 15,645 2 W
Y[IIi-61A 721 7,3 15,313 4
YUH-60A 694 8,2 16,250 1
SI{-3A 654 5.7 18,064 I
S-67 780 6.6 17,300 I W
* AIi-56A 1,021 8.5 18,300 3 W
CIi-46F 828 6.2 20,800 I T
Gll-47A 1,212 6.8 33,000 I T
Cll-54A 1,161 6.0 38,000 I
CH-37A 965 4.5 30,342 1
YII-16A 1,239 5.5 34,000 1 T
CH-53A 1,168 5.1 33,500 I
* 347 1,921 7.7 42,500 1 T
Others
AH-56 735 6.2 16,995 3 W
* Not used in developing WER.
# Rotor Types: i - Articulating; 2 - Teetering; 3 - Rigid; 4 - Semi-Rigid,
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". INTECRATED PNEmtATIC SYSTEM
IntegrAt~d pneumatic system (IPS) 18 6 teTa ott~n applied to t~.
c()li!bined auxllbry power, pnttlJm.atlc, Air c:ondttlon1.n,!, and 411t! ..1c1n~
tiyste:lls. Although thelJe fiystClf;:\1l ,ue u-r·ated 8~pArately In KUHary Stan-
dard 1J74A (except for the p"~\~tlc ftY$t~., which 10 combined wlth :he
hydraulic sY8cem), ~nyfacturer. and th~lr major subcontractors consider
It<Clll "8 tH\rt of a Iilfl~l .. nystelll becnulla of thelr l'~fl.AU.ty.
1.'"dl1.htlt and dtHltgn chAracterist tea lire prellent(!l! 1n Table 4.9 {or
the 4uxil1ary pO"w(tr l'Iy!ltttm. lhe nlr conditioning and Antl-1<::1ng 8)'Stetolll
are presented in T.able 4.10.
The auxiliary pcrol'l!r systc&I supplies .U power for ground opeut 10ns
tn lieu of ground Hupport equipl'M'nt. The~e 1.1peratioull include: cahin
ground air conditIoning, engine starting, and driving a generator for
electric power.
TIle \.lER provided for auxUbry poW(!r S)'8t~lJ is simply based on the
aventge ",-eight obflervC'i for those helicopters which utilize them. It is:
As indicated, the average auxiliary power system weight for the ten heli-
copters· on which it is included Is 157 pounds, with a standard deviation
of only Jq pounds. Thus, an average value can be assigned to the systeM with
fairly hlRh confidence.
• '1'11(' 1ll'1 icopters have a de!!i"n gross ...'~ i t~ht or: over 13. 000 pounds. wI til an
averar;c of approximatety 2:,,750 pouno5.
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AUXILIARY
POwF_-
PLM_
P,OD1_[. W9
;'09A
Oil-hA
TII-57A
Oil- 5_A
O1i-2 _,l;
oi!- 1],';
2_t)
t it- Ill
UII- ! (-)L)
UII-ZI1
Ail- I €_C
Utl- .!11
Y,\tI-_;, 135 1.7
Cit-'lt;
'_'_Ii-hj 117 1.4
YI )l-() IA 19] 2.0
YI.II-(,,1A 194 1.9
._11-3.\
S-(,7
,\it- f,bA 136 I, 1
Cll-._bF 106 0.8
CII-.', 7A 99 O. 6
t:)I- !,:,,\ 183 1.0CIi- 'i7,%
Ytl- I ()h
(:!1-53A 211 0.9
, _,7 177 0.7
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AIR ¢O._DITIO,_I._G AND A_'I-ICINC SYSTEMS
14KI(;HT, PERFO._J_IA_ICEA_D DESIGN DATA
AIR
_ODY
CoNDI- rl- s RrACr.
TXO. L. XClN ; XR :A
2_,a,\ 11 !. 1 I 1
Oil-hA q O. 7 1 O. ! 10 205
TII-', 7A 27 1.8 27 244
O3i-',._^ 25 1. _, 25 247
OH- I _ 40 2. I
I_0105 40 121
277
2t_o 14 O.5 14 262
UII- Ill 44 O. 8 44 626
II-52A t!8 i.1_ 9 0.2 97 849
t,ll- 19D 7? 1.3 77 f140
tql-2B 25 0.4 56 0.9 81 609
,\11-16C 76 I. I 76 469
Fli-2D 35 O. 5 33 0.4 68 738
YA||-6_, 99 1.3 5 0.1 104 60b
t:lt-34A 72 0.9 72 817
(:II-211: 137 1.5 137 1,180
YUtl-6 J 98 I. 0 6 O. I 104 623
YI:tt-OIA.,) 78 0.8 33 0.3 111 757
_I,|i-uLA 58 0.6 28 0.3 86 805
SH-3A 86 0.8 23 0.2 109 I, 112
S-t,t 126 1.1 i 26 943
All,, 5hA 75 O. 6 _,2 O. 3 11 ? 84 7
t t;ll-:,{,F 127 1.0 130 1.0 257 1,452
t:li--', 7A 145 0.8 34 0.2 179 2,150
l:tt- 51'A 94 0.5 20 O. I 114 1,199
i CII-37A 176 0.9 176 1,553
, Yll-| 6A 165 0.7
: 165 2.300
i _r ClI-53A 234 1.0 77 0.3 311 2,262347 155 0,6 47 0.2 202 2,587
* Not used in developing WERo
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A" .lltel'llpt t~) J",vehlp an equation ua1ns regrttlia10n analys1. v•• unfluC-
t·CfU.ft.II. for eXAmple. an equ,ttlon obtalnN u.l0R deelgn gro!i. welt;ht ....n
')
lnd~pcnJ~nt v~r13ble (Yn ~ li8.4Z + .0007~bW ) had an r· of only 0.0431.~ 8
Curiously, none of tht! hcl1coptu:' yp,l~ht ISUlf1aenU exalllined lndlcatud
the cxhltt~nct! of l\ ilneuliUtlc uytlte1l. -l1lua, the followtnK d",acrlption :. for
fh.t!d vinR 111rcr,.ft but tlh'luld be .1pt)l1C,lbl" to hel1coptN' deiA1Rna "'hlch
IIllght lnt~orporllte " pneul!lall,~ lJYl9tea.
The PIICum/1t it- liylitt.'!11 1ndudes all h...:tt cxchl1n!':cra and dllCt tn~, whie·...
(:arrh~8 prcY5nrht!d air CrOUl cad, of the ~ln enp;ln~6 and f rOfi the llux1l1.ary
pover un t t (APU). The pneUJll.l.\t I.e sySl:ma pro,",1<14.'8 compuued air for cabin
presHuritatlon. air condltion1nR and ven~llat1on. engine 8tarting. ice pre-
vt:'nthln ,tnd tux'b1ne-ddven suppl~ntllry or emergency hydraulic power.
lh.',·ause \)f the complete abs€'nC'e ()f d>lta ... WElt was n,'C: derived for
the (llh.'UM.:l tIe 8y6 t t,'l!l.
TIll! :.1r condltionlnlt l>yatcm~ in addition to 5uFplying conditioned alr
to the cabill. beats the cargo cOl:ilpartl'M!nt Ilnd supplies cOlldltion~d air for
llvl,)nic and t~lectrlcal loosd center coolinlito
AntI-icing function~ can be performed either by hot bleed air or by
electric.al heat. Bleed atr uystems include aU d'JCting from the main pneu-
ll41tic soun:e and inner skins. which form the hot alr cavities. Electrical
aylltCUtS include the electrical blankets fastened to the outer surfaces of
crit leal itcm6. plus all wiring and controls.
TIle air condltionill~ and anti-icing systems were combined to develop
.1 w,d>;lot ct>tlmal:in~ rclatl11nHhip because the combinatil'.n yielded substan-
tially hetter results. The combined WER is:
i_¸
2
, ,_ Equat_ ion r
i !_ WL6+[7- 28.844 + .0730Sb 0.8172
Total body surfacearea is the best independentvariablefor estimating
the combined might of the air conditioning and anti-icing systems. The
_ function is strongly li,ear; logarithmic transformations of the data result
in lows€ correlations.
The other variable considered was design gross weight, which resulted
2
in the following equation: WI6+I7 - 28.442 + .00416W . The r was 0.7785g
and was not improved by use of a logarttl_lc equation with the design gro_s
weigh_ variable. De_pl_e the high correlation, design groan weight as a
second independent variable raises the r2 only to 0.8394, because of it_
high co':arlance with hod7 surface area (0.82?.
The fo!lo_ltng results were obtained for the air conditioning system
when it was considered independently: WI6 - 22.078 + .0698S b and WIG -
23.358 + .00397W . R2s of 0.7593 and 0.6855, respectively, were calculated
g 2
for these equations. As in the case of tho electrical system, the lower r
with design gross weight for both WI6+I7 and W16 is due to the wide variance
for models over 20,000 pounds.
A neparate equation for anti-icing systems in unobtainable due to the
lack of significant slope and correlation with any relevant explanatory varl-
2
- has an r of only 0.0908. An
able. For example, WIT 19.938 + .000837Wg
attempt to represent the anti-icing as a constant was not successful because
of its large standard deviation (33.17 pounds) reIative to its average weight
(36.27 pounds). As anti-icing weight statistics are almost random in nature.
they could be easily integrated with air conditioning weights without loss of
explanatory power.
The combined air conditioning/anti-icing WERis presented graphically
in Fl_ure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11
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:il G. INSTRUHENTS AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS
_. :_ _ Although they are separate systems, instruments and avionics are dis-
l :::_!!_ cussed together because they |_ve r_zny Btmilarities in terms of the nature
of the corapoaents they employ.
Instruments System Description
Instruments perform basic monitoring ai_d warning functions associated
with the flight of the helicopter: electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic
systems operation, engine operation and fuel qu_nrtty. The instruments
system includes cockpit indicators and warning lights, transducers, signal
_:_ inputs, circuitry, and the monitoring devices.
Weight Estl_ating Relationsh!p
Weights and related design characteristics for the instruments system
are provided in Table 4.11.
Several variables rela_ed to instrument system weight were analyzed.
Engine horsepower and fuel capacity were considered because they are re-
lated to key instrument functions. Design gross weight was considered
because of its demonstrated explanatory po_er for other systems. Although
correlations were similar for all three, engine horsepower was found to be
the best. The WER using it as the independent variable is:
2
E_uation r
W10 = 50.507 + .0267HP e 0.7507
Th_ weight estimating relationship for instruments with design gross
weightisWIO - 42.106+ .O0503Wg,withan r2 of 0.7313.
Fuel quantity was also a fairly reliable estimator, resuiting in the
following equation: WI0 = 48.230 + .181G. The r2 for this equation Is
0.7253. Due to high covar!ance between the three estimators, ranging from
s_
0.84 to 0.93, multiple regressions incorporating two or more explanatoryI
[ variablesdid not improvethe fit significantly.
-_ The instrument system WER is shown graphlc&lly in Figure 4.12, together
with the data from which it was derived,
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Table 4.11
'} INSTR_ff SYSTEMNEIGHT)PERFORMANCEAND DESIGNDATA
:_, EHGINE
INSTRU- HORSE- FUEL POWER
_ _ HENTS PONER QUANTITY IIYDRAITLIC PIANT
HODEL Wl0 Z'HEN lipe G WI I N7A
,i_
269A 8 0.8 180 336
!'_;_ Otl-6A 30 2.5 250 62 192
TH-57A 29 1.9 317 76 194
OH-58A 27 1.7 317 73 165
OH-23G 34 1.8 305 46 551
OH-13S 24 1.2 260 538
BOI05 25 I.I 600 154 348
286 58 1.9 550 82 38 369
Uli-ll! 59 I.I 1,103 211 33 683
I1-52A 124 2.2 1,050 325 43 360
UH-19D 70 1.2 800 175 47 1)244
UH-2_ 142 2.4 1,250 42 635
AII-16C I01 1.5 2)050 II0 835
UH-2D 166 2.2 2,500 276 52 805
YAll-64 99 1.3 3,000 353 96 1,089
Cti-34A 108 1.4 1,525 263 26 1,737
Cli-21C 134 1.5 1)425 300 62 1,809
YUH-63 127 I.3 3,000 343 162 1,093
YUH-61A 153 1.6 3,000 352 831
YUH-60A 152 1.5 3,036 343 87 862
* SH-3A 368 3,2 2,500 46 701
S-67 187 1.6 3,000 40 941
AH-56A 127 I.I 3,925 438 86 969
Cti-46F 158 1.2 2,600 380 168 951
Clt-47A 172 1.0 4,400 620 212 1,342
CH-S4A 284 1,5 9,600 I)342 168 2,185
CH-37A 191 0.9 4)200 430 129 5,516
YH-16A 176 0.8 3,600 700 224 3,706
* CII-53A 395 1.7 5,700 638 132 1,762
347 195 0.8 7,500 1,200 176 1)741
* Not used in developingWER.
W10 Figure 4.12
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Avionics System _seript__o_3n
_ The avionics oystem io separated into f_ur subsystems. They are
i_ described in the followlng paragraphs.
.?
_ Integrated Fli_ht Guidance nnd Controls Subsj_stem
i 17_
_/ The integrated flight 8uldance and controls subsystem includes the
autopilot unit, the flight director unit, the gyrocompass unit, the attitude
,_, and heading reference unit, and the inertial navigation unit. These units
: ,
'r_, are Interdependena and may be either separate, interconnected units or op.e,
integrated functional unit. All indlcatora, servomechanisms, atLdassociated
circuitry, supports and attachments related to the integrated flight guid-
iii!_ ante and controls subsystem are also included. Although usually colocated
_ with this subsystem, the auto-throttle/thrust management unit is part of the
i_ propulsion system because it functions to control the engine.
Co_unlcatlon Sub_,st_
The communication subsystem is separated into internal and external
units. The internal co_munlcatlon unit includes the Interphone system, the
public address system, and the multiplex (_X) system. The external com-
munication unit includes the transceiver equipment which is used for aircraft-
to-alrcraft or aircraft-to-ground communications.
The navigation subsystem includes all radar equipment, the automatic
direction finding (ADF) unit, the distance measuring equipment (DME) unit,
the doppler unit, the navlgstion computer units, the statlon-keeplng unit,
the tactlca! air navigation (TACAN) unit, the variable omnirange (VOR) unit,
the marker beacon unit, the instrument landing system (ILS), the collision
avoidance unit (CAS), the airport traffic control (ATC) unit, the radio altl-
meter unit, the glide slope indicator, and the radsr beacon unit. All of
the navigation units. _ndicators_ antennae, associated circuitry and antenna
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Ii
coaxial cable, and the units' supports and attachments related to the nav-
Igatlon subsystem are included.
i_ Miscellaneous Equipment Subsystem
The miscellaneous equipment subsystem includes the flight, voice and
crash recorder unit, the aircraft integrated data (AID)/malfunctlon detec-
rion analysis and recording (MADAR) unit, the weight and balance unit (if
installed), and the equipment rack structure and mounting hardware and
circuitry.
WelghtEstlmatfng Relationship
Avionics system weights and related characteristics are presented in
Table 4,12.
Design gross weight and rauge* (in miles) are significant variables
for estimating the weight of avionics systems, The WERs developed for
avionics are:
2
ERuarion r Notes
W14 - 301,770 + .0231Wg - ,687R 0.8923 Navy Trans. & Cargo
= - + .585R 0.9177 Army Trans. inc. UTTASWI4 20,814 + .00739Wg
= - + .348R 0.9761 Other
WI4 59.041 + .O175Wg
Avionics weights were divided into three broad mlssion/servlce cate-
gories (Navy transport and cargo, Army transport including UTTAS and all
other) to improve correlation.
In the first WER, the negative coefficient for range (R) arises from
the dominance of the design gross weight variable (its r2 in a simple re-
gression with WI4 is 0.8246 while the r2 with range is only 0.0748). The
preserlceof covariance (r2 = 0.2938) further weakens the range variable.
* Ranges have been adjusted to conform to the best estimates of maximum
range with no reserves; this was done because of the lack of statistical
uniformity. For example, a given range, assuming I0 percent fuel reserves,
is adjusted upward accordingly. Therefore, ranges should be accurate to
within 5 percent.
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Tabl4. 2
_._ AVIONICS SYSTEM WEIGHT, PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA
ii!:_" DES IGN
- _ GROSS
_ MODEL WI4 %MEW MISSION Wg _ R
269A II I.I - I 600 204
_- OH-6A 113 9.4 Army LOll 2 400 380
i TII-57A 53 3.5 Navy 2 900 313
:_) OH-58A 106 6.9 Army LOB 3 000 305
"r_ OH-23G 98 5.1 Army 2 800 225
OH-]3S 91 4.7 Army 2 850 198
BOLOS Civilian 4 630
* 286 20 0.7 Civilian 4 700
UII-IH 246 4,7 Army/Air Force 6 600 318
* H-52A 427 7.6 Coast Guard 7 500
* UH-19D II0 1.9 Army/Air Force 7 I00
* UII-2B 318 5.4 NavySeaspri_e 7 378
* AI{-16C 283 4.1 Army I0 000
U!I-2D 362 4.7 Navy ,0 187 422
YAIi-64 303 3.9 Army (AAH) 13 950 359
* CH-34A 269 3.4 ArmyTrans. II867
CH-21C 247 2.7 Air Force 13 300 230
i:!_ YUIl-63 308 3.2 Army (AAH) 15 645 245
_i_._ YUH-61A 4.56 4.6 Army (UTTAS) 15,313 551
::,_. YUH-60A /-,36 4.6 Army (UTTAS) 16,250 691
i * SH-3A I,273 II.I Navy(ASW) 18,064 625
ii._ * S-67 737 6.3 Attack - Proto. 17,300 445
* AH-56A 650 5.4 Army 18,300
CH-46F 645 4.8 Navy Cargo 20,800 246
CH-47A 303 I.7 Army Trans. 33,000 225
CIl-54A 435 2.3 Arm7 Lift 38,000 230
* CH-37A 269 1.3 Army 30,342
* YH-16A 303 1.3 - 34,000
CIl-53A 659 2.9 Marine Trans. 33,500 540
* 347 371 1.5 - 42,500
i * Not used in developing WERo
INeither variable predominates in the second WER. The r2s _n simple
regressions with design gross weight and range are 0.2955 and 0.4448, re-
specively. Covarlance is negative (r = -0.1960) and weak (r2 = 0.0384),
2
strengthen_ _g the multiple r .
_ As in the first WER, the final one is dominated by design gross weight.
(Simple r2s are 0.9318 and 0.0472 for design gross weight and range, re-
spectlvely).
The surprising result of design gross weight being more powerful then
range is due to the categorical divisions, which largely "normalize" the
range variable. A single equation for all models shows range to be slightly
more powerful than design gross weight, but b_th are low predictors, result-
ing in an overall multiple r2 of 0.6316.
In view of constantly changing technology, this weight estimating
rela_ionshlp should De viewed with great caution. Rapidly increasing so-
phistication in avionics packages could have unpredictable consequences for
weight estlmatiou. In addition, increased avionics "requirements" might
result in heavier systems, although higher levels of technology could off-
set any increasein weight.
Beceuse the avionics WER uses two independent v_rlables, it is not
presentedgraphically.
.7
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H. liYDRAULICSYST_'_
_{[ .tS'_l_rau1i.c._ 2'stA_ _ _,cr t2t ion
l
," The hydraulic systes_ on helicopters 1_ required primarily to provide
,7 hydraulic power to the hydraulic flight _ontrols. In a few cases, hydraulic
r
power is also u_ed for landing gear retraction and to power cargo handling
acceusorles. The hydraulic system Includesi p_Jmps, reservolrg, aectm,ilators,
i filters, regulators, valve_,, m_nifolds, plumbing, fluid, and supports andI
mount £,g hardware.
_a_ht F_itfmatln_ Peh_tton:_hi 2
Weir.ht_ and design ch,_racterlstics relev,_nt to the hydraulic aye,era are
presented in Table 4.13.
!
I Several independent variables were considered in deriving a k_:P for
the hydra,tile system. Desi_0n gross weight proved to he the most reliable
estimator, as indicated below:
2
Equation r_Z__. -
Nil ,, 15.890 + .00446W 0.6574g
Although flight controls weight is perl_ps tim more logical estimator
on arcs,mr of the functional relationship between the two syst_ms, the eq,ia-
n
,ton derived with flight controls weight, Wll 19.508 + .OllO'dfc, has an2
r of only 0.5760.
Due to high covar!_nce between design gross veight and flight controls
weight t a mu!ttpIe r¢.gresslon equation of hydraulic weight on both tndepen-
, dent variables ,adds nothing [o the r _. Hevertheless, a robust combined weight
r _
equation was derived: h'8+ll = 59.692 + .390_/g.
Its is 0.9341, which 1._
comparable to the correlation coefficient for the flight con_:rols equation.
As in the case of flight controls, wings and tandem rot:ors, even though
they might be regarded as aids in fli£ht control, are not a determining factor
• for hydraulic i,elght. Al_;o,none of the:weight or pc,rformance factors related
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Table 4.13
i HYDRAULICSYST_ WEIGIrr,PERF_'_R_L_4CEANDDESIGNDATA
IL_
I ,
_ (;ROSS
_ HYDRAULIC PONE.R- FLIGIrri;_ NE IGHT
,_ . w_l. PL_"r CO_,'TROLS
p 2_.°'_EL _.2,_:w w __u7_
- 69A ---'-= "_ W8
Otl- 6A 1,600 336 51
TII-$YA 2,400 192 65
) 011-58A 2,900 194 133
Oft-:? 3_.: 3.000 165 125
OI[-13S 2,800 551 108
II0105 2.850 588 153
4)630 348 189
286 38 1.3 4,700 369 327
-- Uil-I_! 33 0.6 6,600 683 357
I1-52A 43 0.8 7,500 360 353
UIi-I 9D 47 0.8 7,100 1,244 164
U/I-2B 42 O,7 7) 378 635 301
| td!-16C II0 0,2 lO.O00 835 469
UIi-2D 52 0.7 10,187 805 300
YAII-6:o 96 1.2 13,950 1,089 _,19
CH-3.IA 26 O. 3 11,867 1,737 378CH-21C 62 0.7 13.300YUH-63 162 1.7 1,809 561
YUH-6IA 15,645 1,093 596
15.313 831 721
YUH-60A 87 0.9 16.250SH-3A 46 0,4 862 694
18,064 70! 654
S-67 40 O.3 I7,300 941 780
AII-S6A 86 0.7 18,300 969 1,021
Cit-46F 168 1.3 20,800 951 828
Ct!-47A 212 1.2 33,000 1,342 1.212
CI{-54A 168 0.9 38,000 2,185 1,161
CIi-37A 129 0.6 30,342 5,516 965
YH-16A 224 1.0 34)000 3,706 1,239
Cti-53A 132 0.6 33,500 1,762 I, 168
347 176 0.7 42,500 lilt. 1 1,921
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to the powerplant (i.e., powerplant weight or engine horsepower) are nta-
tlsttcally algnifLcent a_ predictors of hydraulic system weIRht.
" The hydrsullc system WER is presented graphically i_ Figure 4,13,
: together with the data from which it was dgrlved.
I
!
t
I
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I. ELECTRICALSYST_'_{
4
_:lectr_cal _ r_eer_
i:i! 'fheelectrical system ._uppllespower to a variety of helicopter
_7'_,_, operating c_ponents, including, a,,_ong others: lights, avionics, Instru-
!) men,s, passenger and _argc-doors, cargo hoist, and envlron._entalcontrol
syste_l.
The electrical _yste>_consists of the AC power ey_te_, the DC power
system and the lighting system, Th_ AC system includes power generating
equipment, while the DC power system includes converters and batteries, and
both include the necessary controls, wiring, cables, fittings and supports
to distribute the electrical potentfrom the power source to the electrical
power center.
The lighting system Inch:des all interior and exterior lights, together
with the switches, associated clrcultry from the electric power center, and
support hardware.
The wiring and circuitry leading from the electric power center to the
w,rlous comFonents which use electricity are included with the respective
systems.
_etght Estimating Rclar!onshi_
Weights and related design criteria for the electrical system are pro-
vided in Table 4.14,
i Total body surface area is the most reliable estl_ator of electrical
system weight. As the graph in Figure 4.14 shows, the ratio of electrical
system weight to body surface area decreases as they increase, implying a
!
logarithmic relationship, which indeed increases the r2 significantly. Both
the logarithmic and the linear versions are presented below:
2
_u_t_on r
£n WI3 - .903 + .733 £n Sb 0.8547
WI3 -139.947+ .234Sb 0.8160
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Tabla 4,144
I' ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT, PERFOILMANCEAND DESIGN DATA
ii
BODY NUHBERi EI,EC- SURFACE OF
TRICAL _ AREA PASSENGERS
, MODEL W13 _,_--v,_ Sb N
1 * 269A 59 6.0 I
OH-6A 68 5.7 205 2
TH-57A II0 7.2 244O11-58A 85 5.5 247
• OH-23G lit 5.8 1
OII-13S 130 6.7 121 1
BOI05 168 7.2 277
286 130 4.4 262 3
UH-IH 360 6.9 626 II
II-52A 419 7.5 849Uti-19D 327 5.6 640 3
UII-2B 233 3.9 609 4
* A!(-16C 400 5.8 469UII-2D 293 3 8 738 l
YAll-64 294 3, 7 606
('ll-3t, A 327 4.2 817 14
I) * ('II-21C 342 3.7 1,180
Yt)H-63 409 4.2 623
YUI!-61A 389 4.0 757 11
Yt)II-60A 464 4.5 805 11
SI{-3A 391 3.4 !1, 112 16
S-b7 397 3.4 943
AII-56A 377 3.1 847
Cll-46F 654 4.9 1,452 22
CII-47A 555 3.1 2,150 32
CIi-54A 472 2_5 1.199 ,,
Cll-37A 497 2.3 1,553
YII-IGA 708 3.1 2,300
CH-53A 601 2.6 2,262 ' 37
347 617 2.5 2)587 37
! Other___a
| CII53E 704 2.3 2,242 37t
|
• ,Not used in developing WER.
v
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 ii!iI Passenger capacity was also investigated but was a far less reliable
1 estimator, with an r2 of only 0.63.
':,! Finally, design gross weight was analyzed as a pos_Ible explanatory
variable. A linear equation was found to have an r2 of only 0.74, although
_:_; r2iii_ its logarithmic version yielded an of 0.83. Alternative electrical sys-
_!/!i_!_ tern WERs which employ the design gross weight variable ar_ WI3 - 145.8_3
i + .0133W and _n - -.5385 + .6728 _n W . The low r 2 f,,r the linear ver-
g W13 gslon is primarily due to the _Ide variance from the trend llne for models
over 20,000 pounds. As this variance for heavier helicopters is far less
apparent in the equation presented above, using linear body surface area,
its correlation coefficient is much higher and it is clearly preferred.
The preferred electrical system WERs are presented graphically in
Figure 4.14, together with the data from which they were derived.
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i:i:_ Jo FURNISHINGSAND EQUIPMENTSYSTEM
_ Furnimhlngsand Euq_pmentS)'stemDescrIFtlonii!i
Furnishingsand equipmentincludea varietyof items in the cockpit
and tllepassengerand/or cargo compartment. In the cockpit,this category
includesall instrumemtand consolepanels,seats, insulation,lining,crew
oxygen system,and cockpitdoor and partitions.
In the passengerand/or cargo compartment,this categoryincludes
seats, floor covering,insulation,side panels,ceilingstructure,hatrack
or baggagecontainers,and passengercomfort items such as galleyor lav-
atory installations.
Miscellaneousitems includethe engineand cabin fire extinguisher
systems,fire warning system,exteriorfinish,and emergencyequipment
(i.e.,first aid kit and fire ax). Cargo loadingequipmentis also a part
of this system.
Weight Estlmatln_Relatlonsh!£
Weights and relateddesign informationfor helicopterfurnishingsand
equipmentare presentedin Table 4.15.
Two explanatoryvariables,the sum of crew and passengersand the total
surfacebody area, are highly significantin estimatingthe weight of the
helicopter furnishings. The following WER was obtained based on them:
2
E_uatlon r
WI5 = -8.106 + .176S b + 20.456(Np+Nc) 0.9034
Singleregressionsfor each variableprovidethe followingresults:
Wl5 = 75.356 + 28,528(Np+Nc)and WI5 = -41.620 + .444S b. These equations
have r2s of 0,$927a,ld 0.7081, respectively. The highest r2 is, however,
obtained by including both variables,as indicated above.*
* Contemporary helicopter designs typically include material to reduce
vibration. Tile weight of ab:_orption material added is about 2.5 percent
of design gross weight. Therefore, another variable (0.025Wg) should be
added to this E'ER for e_:t:imating the furni,_hings and equipment system
weight in modern helicopters.
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_ Table 4.15
_ FURNISHINGS A3_DEQUIPMF.NTSYSTEM
I WEIGHT, PERFOILMANCEAND DESIGN DATAii
h
FURNISH NUMBER ?_R4BER BODY
& EQUIP OF PAS- OF SURFACE
;T SENGERS CREW AREA
-_ _IODEL WI5 _[EW N N Sb
* 269A 33 3.4 l 2
OH-6A 58 4.8 2 1 205TII-57A 64 4.2
i_ OH-58A 42 2.7 3 244
2 247
._ * 011-23C 32 Io7 1 I
':q OH-13S 30 1.6 1 1 121
BOl05 47 2.0 2 277
286 84 2.8 3 2 262
UH-III 408 7.8 II 2 626
tl-52A 216 3.9 3 849
UH-19D 205 3.5 3 1 640
UH-2B 131 2.2 4 2 609
AII-I6C 130 1.9 2 469
UH-2D 166 2.2 I 3 738
YAII-64 185 2.4 2 606
CH-34A 189 2.4 14 2 817* CH-21C 258 2.8
1,180
YUtt-63 202 2.1 2 623
YUII-61A 650 6.6 II 3 757
YUH-6OA 675 6.6 11 3 805
SH-3A 400 3.5 16 2 I,112
S-67 230 2.0 2 943
AH-56A 274 2.3 2 847
CII"46F 854 6.4 22 3 1,452
Cl{-47A 866 4.9 32 3 2,150CII-54A 218 I.I
* CH-37A 810 3.8 2 1,199
1,553
YII-16A 425 Io9 3 2,300
CH-53A 1,289 5.6 37 3 2,262
347 1,337 5.4 37 3 2,587
* Not used in developing kr£R.
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The principal reason for combining body surface area and the number
of passengers and crew in a multiple regression equation is the difficulty
in classlfyingmodels as "cargo" and "non-cargo" helicopters. Previous
attempts to derive separate weight estimating relationships by type indicate
_, that the number of passengers plus crew members is the best estimator for
_ the strictly non-cargo models and that body surface area is the best for
4 the strictly cargo models. The covariance between these two variables is
2
only 0.5660, allowing for a multiple regression with a high r .
i_ A problem experienced in deriving this equation was the accurate
determlnation of the number of passengers and crew for each model. Avail-
able data often differed slgnlflca_tly according to the available sou _e
documentation, including manufacturers' weight statementsp armed service
and government agency compilations, and other outside sources (e.g., Jane's
Ii All the World's Aircraft>. The passenger and crew statistics provided in
the accompanying table are those which were used. They represent median
estimates from these sources for passenger models. For dual-functlon heli-
.... copters, the figures represent estimates of the "most likely" number of pas-
sengers and crew in an all-passenger configuration.
In summary, the final multiple regression equation eliminates the
need to derive different relationships for different model types and, there-
by, eliminates the need to dichotomize dual-function models arbitrarily.
It also reduces the dependence on the differing passenger and crew statistics
from more tt._none source and results in a significantly higher correlation.
Because this WER has two independent variables, a graphic presentation
is not provided.
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•K. LOAD AND HANDLINGSYST_
q Load and Handlln_System Description
The load and handlingsystemc_nslstsof loadingand handlinggear,
_i includingprovisionsfor Jacking,hoistingand mooring, and ballast.
Weight Estlma_ing Relationship
Load and handlingsystemweightsand relateddeslg_ characteristics
are presentedin Table 4.16.
The weight estimating relationship developed for the load and handling
system is:
2
Equation r
WI8 - -71.875+ .Illsb + 3.489(Np+Nc) 0.7704
As indicated,body surfacearea and the sum of passengersand crew
are significantestimators. Simple regressionequationsgive the following
results: WI8 = -77.353+ o157Sb and WI8 - 19.962+ 7.708(Np+Nc). These
equationshave r2s of 0.6910and 0.5764,respectively. Covarianceis only
0.4328,allowingfor incluslonof both variables,which results in an im-
provedmultiple correlation.
One should not be surprisedby the strong positiverelationshipbetween
load and handling systemweight and the number of passengersand crew in the
second simpleregressionequation,even though the systemrelatesto cargo:
For dual-funetlcnmodels, the passengerstatisticsreflectwhat the craft is
)
qgpable of carryingin an "all passenger"configuration,i.e., the bigger
its passenger(troop)capacity,the largerwill be its potentialcargo ca-
pacity. In fact, the very large modelsare designedto carry troupsand/or
militaryhardware,the relativequantitiesof which often vary from one mis-
sion to another.
Because the load and handlingsystem WER uses two independentvariables,
it is not presentedgraphically.
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•i!!iI
Table 4.16
!{!i_ LOAD AND ,L_LING SYSTEMWEIGHT, PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA
r_ LOAD & OF PAS- OF SURFACE
_ HANDLING SENGERS CREW AREA
N N Sb
_!i MODEL W18 %Mq!W p c
. _, 269A 1 2OH-6A 2 1 205
TH-57A 3 244
OH-5_A 2 247
OH-23G 1 1
OH-13S 1 I 121
...._ B0105 2 277
286 3 2 262
UH-IH 11 2 626
H-52A 89 1.6 3 849
UH-19D 3 1 640
UH-2B 6 0.I 4 2 609
AH-16C 2 469
• lJli-2D 131 1.7 I 3 738
YAH-64 2 606
CH-3_A 3 I" 14 2 817
• CH-21C 45 0.5 1,180
YUH-63 2 623
YUH-61A 39 0.4 II 3 757
YUH-60A 80 0.8 II 3 805
, SH-3A 56 0.5 16 2 1,112
S-67 13 0.I 2 943
AH-56A 2 847
CII-46F 196 1.5 22 3 1,452
CH-47A 258 1.5 32 3 2,150
CI{-54A 184 l.O 2 I,199
• Cll-37A 12 O.l 1,553
YH-16A 137 0.6 3 2,300
CH-53A 439 1.9 37 3 2,262
347 302 1.2 37 3 2,587
* Not used in developing WER.
t Less than 0.05%.
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!
SECTION 5
I DETAILED SYSTEM COST ANALYSES
Y
i_ _ This section provides a detailed discussion of each recurring pro-
ii!ii_ duetlon cost estimating relationship (CER) which was presented in Table
7-
:_ _ 3.1. Specifically, the cost data used to develop the CERs are discussed,
_, @tlons made and methodology used in developing the CERs are presented
i and the perceived validity of the CERs is indicated. Since this study
!
followed the SAI report(1) on transport aircraft systems costs, references
[ will frequently be made to it whenever it could be helpful in discussing
1 similarities and differences which influence the cost of both aircraft
types.
Descriptions of each individual system are provided with the
discussion of that system in Section 6, Detailed System Weight Analyses.
T A summary of system descriptions is also provided in Appendix B.
I
i .
t
I
A. WING, TAIL, BODYAND _CF_LLE SYSTEMS
?,'he structural systems (wing, t,_ll, body and nacelle) are discussed
together because they have similar destRns mad use sltallar materials and
methodt_ of fabrication. Al_o, the data upon which each system CER was
based were derlved tro= the saree source.
r,
| Detailed cost d_ta for heli¢,_pter 8irfra_ structure_ wert_ t_ot
readily _vailable. Tht_ is bec_u,e the, structure t_ generally produced
t,y the _tnufacturer and reported co_ts typically include in-house asse=bly
,. cost, as _11 a_ in-hou_ p_oductlon and _ubcontractor co_ts. However,
om Ca._e uas ider_ified tn which the entire _tirframa structure is being
provided by a subcontractor. Thus, detailed cost estates developed by
the subcoutractorts design team served as the baoi_ for the CFR_ developed
for h:licopter airfr_ structure. Ho_vert since the data provided were
la terms of labor hours and r_terial costs for a production of much more
than 100 units, the following assumptions and adjustments were _sde to
esti.s-_lte the CACI00 co_t per pound in SFY77t
• A labor rate of $35 per hour _as used, based on ln(or_sation
from other aerospace industry"sources.
• An 82 percent learning curve was assumed, based on conversations
with the subcontractor, in estimating the CACI00.
# The total estlmated material cost was divided by its total
estimated uelght and the result was converted from $FY72 to
$I_/'77 by use of DoD inflation factors. The result was $13 per
pound for the structural mterlal.
Cesta per pound of about $120 for the wing, $90 for the tail, $80
for the body, and $II0 for the nacelle were obt..ined. Th_se were _tthln
the range _ndicated in other sources. To develop CERs, these points were
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plotted and a 90 percent weight _cailng curve* wee assumed baaed on tranm-
t port aircraft data and discussion with helicopter industry personnel,
_Ich cont ir_ra_d the validity of tkese vah_ea.
i The helicopter atrfra_e structure CF_Raare:
....... Sy_te_ E_uat ion
l_lug Cl " IOIgW0°64_ Q-0.286
,0._8 Q-O.286Tall C3B " 759W3B
- - 0.8_8 Q-0.286t_ody C4 m 860_ 4
N_celle C6 - f193W6"848 0-0.286
The wing, _ail and nacelle structure CL_a Are presented in Figure 5,1,
The body CER is pre_ented in Figure 5.2.
As noted, the tal! rotor l_ con_idered to be part of the tail system.
Detailed cost data were not _vailable for it; however, since analysis Indi-
cated that it was air_llar to. but _aller than, the _ln rotor, the followingi
CKR was assumed:
____ _t _ E92_t ion
'rail Rotor C3A . 102_3A Q-0.0740
The tail rotor CEll in pre_ented in Figure 5.3.
The figures represent ctmulatlve average coats for 100 tmits in 1977
dollars a.d include only in-hout_e produc:lon costs and aubco_gractor costa.
as discussed in Section 3.
Perceived \'al idit_, of i_tn_t__a]_l B_dv and Nacelle Systems Ct;Ra
Since each of these structure CERswas ba_ed on detailed subcontractor
cost estimates and the subco_tractor discussed the bases and r_ethodology
u_ed in preparing these esti_ates, a confidence val, ue of 8 _a_ a,,_signed to
* This curve tnflitate,_ that cos_ per pound decreases a._ weight increases
as a r,,flection of the relatlvely easier m_d less exten:_ive fabrlca_lon
teclu_ique:_ required for larger structures. Ue*,ght scaling curves are
similar to 1,:arnir_g curves, _hich were discussed in Section 3.
I
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each of them in accordance with Table 3.3. The tail rotor CER was developed
based on the assumption of its similarity to the main rotoc and, therefor,_
_ a lower value of _ was a_algn_d to it.
_erging, Technolo__lea
i'_!,_ _xe use of composites is now being implemented for selected items and
in a limited manner for some current helicopter models. These materials
offer significant weight _avings at a higher cost. The material cost is
i_ currently about three times that of normal (aluminum) structural materielsi (about $40 to $50 per pound, compared to about $13 per pound). Further,
fabrication coats are currently about double tha coat of aluminum structure.
It is anticipated that both material and fabrication costa will declina
substantially when wide scale groduction is Implemented, although it is
impoastbl_ to define "substantially" in a financial sense at this time.
!
!
!
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B. ROTORSYSTEM
Discussionof RotorSystemCostData_ndCER Development
Cost data were obtained for rotors for eight dlfferentmodels of
military hellcopters. (2) Although data were also available for different
typesof a particularmodel_ they were not includedin thefinalanalysis
in ordertoavoidpossiblebiasin favorof a particulardesigntheoryor
manufacturingpractice._en helicopterswithtwinrotorswereincluded,
regresalons were performed for cases where the total cost and weight were
used and where one half of the total cost and weight were used. l_ere
was no algnlflcant difference between the two results, The following CER
was determined:
2
E_untlon _.L--
- -12,938 + lOIW2Q-O'0740 0.9448c 2
The rotor cost estimating relationship is presented in Figure 5.4.
_lls is the cumulative average cost for I00 units in fiscal year 1977
dollars and includes only In-house production and subcontractor costs, as
discussed in Section 3. _'neweight range shown conforms with that of the
data base.
Perceived Validity of Rotor System CER
As indicated by the r2 of 0.9448, the scatter of the data used was
minimal. Further, eight diverse helicopter models were represented in
the rotor data and their weights ranged from about 150 to 4,000 pounds.
Since these data were also either provided or reviewed by the manufacturers,
a high confidence value of 9.5 was assigned to this CER, in accordance with
the criteria specified in Table 3.3.
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C. ALIGHTING GEAR SYSTEM
_ Discussion of Al!KhtiniCear Co.zstD__atand CER l)evelopmen__t
ilii_; CERs were developed for each of the alighting gear types with either
;{
i_i skids or wheels. For larger helicopters with wheels, separate CERs were
developed for the structure, controls and rolling assembly. A CER which
Js _ompatible with the WER for the complete alighting gear system was also
developed. Data for developing these CERs were obtained from interviews
with alighting gear subcontractors and from the similar applicable cost
data reported in our earlier study.(])
The transport aircraft alighting gear subsystem cost data were used
because (at the subsystem level) costs per pound are similar to those of
_ their helicopter counterparts. However, the cost per pound for the total
helicopter allgh£ing gear system is usually less than the transport air-
craft system. Since helicopter alighting gears are typically not retract-
able, hydraulic actuators are not required to raise and lower them and,
therefore, controls (the most costly landing gear item) comprise a smaller
portion of the total helicopter alighting gear system.
The following CERs were developed for wheeled helicopter allght_ng
gears:
System Equation
Total _eeled Alighting Gear C5 , 84W5 Q-0.2176
! 362W_AQ-0"286
Alighting Gear Structure C5A 159W'_Q-0"0B96
Alighting Gear Controls C5B 5B -0.0896
Rolling Assembly C5C 20W5cQ
Learning curves of 82 percent for structure and 94 percent for subcon-
tractor or vendor items (controls and rolling assembly) are incorporated
into the subsystem equations. The subsystem CERs should be used and ag-
gregated if weight data are awlilable at that level, as they should provide
I a somewhat more accurate estimate than if the total system GER is used.
!
£
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!_.i_ For skid-fitted helicopters, the alighting gear is a structural
_ ._ item (as noted above), and it is generally built by the airframe manu-
! lecturer. Its cost is estimated by the following CER:
:_
..... System , , Equation
_ W5
_ Total Skid Alighting Gear C5 = _4 C4
Graphs of the structure, control and rolling assembly CERs are
presented in Figure 5.5. This figure represents the cumulative average
cost of I00 units in 1977 dollars and includes only In-house production
and subcontractor costs, as discussed in Section 3.
Perceived ValldltZ of Ali_htlng Gear System CERs
; As noted, alighting gear subsystem CERs are based largely on trans-
port aircraft data used in conjunction with helicopter alighting gear sub-
contractor discussions. However, especially high confidence is not war-
ranted and a confidence value of 8 was assigned to each subsystem. Since
the skid CER is based on the assumption that it costs the same per pound
as the body, a confidence value of 3 was assigned to It. These confidence
values are consistent with the criteria specified in Table 3.3.
Emerglng Technologies
A few current and several future helicopter designs are incorporating a
retractable alighting gear to improve their performance and to save energy
by decreasing the wind resistance caused by fixed alighting gears. However,
this feature is accomplished only by incurring a weight penalty caused by
the additional controls required for retraction. Since controls are a
relatively high cost item, their addition would increase the overall system
cost markedly.
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i! D. PROPULSION SYSTEM
_i_ Discus_iom of Propulsion System Cost Data and CER Development
Regression analysis was applied to detail cost data for bare engines
_ and drives in order to develop CERs for them. Reported costs were available
_:_. for five different helicopter turbine engines found on two smaller (under
7,000 pounds M_) and three larger (over 12,000 pounds MEW) helicopters.
These costs were adjusted to represent CACI00 in $FY77, as discussed in
Section 3. These were then correlated using dry engine weight as the inde-
pendent variables. The following CER was obtained:
2
Subsystem Equation r Notes
Powerplant CTA - -17,709 + 1219WTA Q-0"2345 0.8780 W7A _ 900 pounds
When cost was correlated with maximum shaft horsepower (HPe) , the following
equation was obtained: C7A = 83,320 + 215HPe Q-0"2345. Althoughthe r2 is
slightly better (0.9082) than that based on weight, weight is used as the
primary variable for consistency, since the improvement is minor. A learning
curve of 85 percent was incorporated, as indicated by the data.
CERs were developed for drives using da_:a from the same eight helicopter
models which were used to develop the rotor CER discussed above. These data
fell into two groups: Three drives were under 700 pounds and five were over
1,800 pounds. Thus, two CERs were developed, as follows:
2
Subsystem Equation r Notes
i Drive CTB = - 4795 + 207WTBQ -0"0740 0.9980 WTB _ 700 pounds
Drive CTB = -16,423 + 83W7B Q-0"0740 0.9742 WTB _ 1,800 pounds
Since there was a potential gap between 700 and 1,800 pounds, a third regres-
sion was performed using all eight data pounts. It yielded the following
CER:
2
Subsystem Equatlon r Notes
Drive CTB = 19,946 + 83WTB Q-0"0740 0.9722 All other 7B
5-_.3
_L
i_ This equation should provide acceptable results for estimating the recurring
_ production cost for drives between 700 and 1,800 pounds. The data indicated
that very little learning was experienced for the drive and a learning curve
of 95 percent was incorporated in the equation.
A detailed review of the components which comprise the fuel and other
propulsion systems* indicated that they were quite similar to their trans-
port aircraft counterparts. Therefore, the transport aircraft CERs for
iii these subsystems were used, after adjusting them to $FY77 and removing pro-
fit and system level assembly costs, l_ae CERs are:
!!}
i! System Equation
!)i! Fuel C7C - 56WTcQ -0"0896
Othez Propulsion C7D = 145WTD Q'0"0896i!I
i!_ A 94 percent learning curve was assumed and incorporated into them.
_ The CER for powerplants is presented in Figure 5.6; CERs for drives are
i!i presented in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, for fuel in Figure 5.10 and for other
ili!_ propulsion in Figure 5.11. These figures represent cumulative average costs
for I00 units in $FY77 and include only in-house production and subcontractor
costs, as discussed in Section 3.
Perceived Validity of Propulsion System CERs
Since the powerplant and drive system CERs are based on reported cost
data which have been reviewed by the manufacturers, they are assigned confidence
values of 8 and 9, respectively. The drive system CERs received a higher con-
fidence value because of their higher correlation coefficients and because they
were based on more data points (8 vs. 5). Since the fuel system and other pro-
pulsion system CERs were based on their indicated similarity to their transport
aircraft counterparts and no data or advice from industry personnel were ob-
tained, they were each a_slgned confidence values of 4, based on the criteria
specified in Table 3.3.
* Other propulsion items include: starter, air inductor, exhaust and cooling
items, lubrication systems, and engine controls as well as in_:tallation
hardware and residual fluids.
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ii_ E. FLIGHT CONTROLS SYSTEM
Discussion of Fli_ht Controls S_stem Cost Data and CER Develo___nt
Th_ flight controls system CER was developed based on information
obtained from a subcontractor interview which was used in conjunction withi
cost data for transport aircraft flight controls.(1) It was determined
that the costs per pound used for cabin controls, plumbing, fluid at_dsup-
ports and miscellaneous _ardware in the transport aircraft study were
directly applicable to their helicopter counterparts.* The cost drivers
In the helicopter flight controls system are the hydraulic and mechanical
controls, however.
The hydraulic and mechanical flight controls in helicopters encounter
dlfferent problems from those of their transport aircraft counterparts.
They are much more subject to dust and receive significantly greater vlb-
ration. The hydraulic controls present packaging problems because of
severe space restrictions. Very complex mechanical controls, including a
swash plate and "mixing box," are required because of the rotor. Further,
weight is an even greater concern for helicopter flight controls than for
their transport aircraft counterparts.
Because of these factors, CACI00 costs per pound of $150 to $200 and
$7S to $125 were used for hydraulic and mechanical controls, respectively.
The CACI00 cost per pound for helicopter flight controls systems isJ
i developed in Table 5.1, in accordance with the methodology discussed in
, Section 3. The following helicopter flight controls CER was developed:
_ C8 - 156NgQ-0"0896
A 94 percent learning curve was assumed.
It was determined that the cost range for plumbing ($5 to $20 per pound)
was probably understated because it did not adequately reflect fabrication
costs and a higher cost ($20 to $60 per pound) was, therefore, used. No
change was made for the costs of the other items.
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Table 5,1
_ _,_ FLIGHT CONTROLS SYSTEM
COSTS AND CONFIDENCE VALUES
_ Component% of Cost per
C_o_mponentor Subassemhl__S_stem Welght Pound ConfidenceValue
Cabin Controls 9 % $ 40- 60 2
Plumbing 5 20- 60 6
Fluid 2 O.68 8
Supportsand Miscellaneous 13 25- 75 3
HydraulicConLrols 26 150-200 7
MechanicalControls 45 75-125 4
I00 % $ 81-126 4.7
(avg, $104/pound)
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ii!i This CER is presented in Figure 5.12. This figure represents the
i cumulative average cost for I00 units in 1977 dollars and includes only
:_ the In-house production and subcontractor costs, as discussed in Section 3.
i
Perceived Valldlt_ of Fli_ht Controls System CER
A confidence value of 4.7 was calculated for the flight controls
system CER in Table 5.1, in accordance with the methodology described in
Section 3. The major ¢_omponentor subassembly confidence values given to
i cabin controls, fluid and supports and miscellaneous are identical to those
of their transport aircraft counterparts.(I) Plumbing was given a slightly
higher confidence value (6 vs, 5). The confidence values assigned to the
hydraulic and mechanical controls were, however, significantly lower than
those assigned to their transport aircraft counterparts (7 vs. 9.5 and
4 vs. 7.5, respectively) because limited cost data were available and
because costs on these items were estimated based on assumptions regarding
their relative complexity compared to their transport aircraft counterparts,
Fly-by-wire has been experimentally implemented on some helicopter
designs, including a CH-47. This has been successful but more costly than
existing technology. It does, nonetheless, offer greater reduvdancy with
significantly reduced weight. It is expected that, when fly-by-wlre con-
trols are implemented on a productlonmodel, they will remain more expensive
and will also have a shallower learning curve because of the _mny electronic
items included in them which are on the fiat part of their own learning1
curves.
Power-by-wire is another possible new technology which is similar to
, fly-by-wlre e_eept that hydraulic packages includl_g pumps and reservoirs
would be located at the actuator.
Fly-by-light is a technology similar to fly-by-wlre except that light
would be subs_itlztedfor electricity. This would alleviate potential problems
' caused by lightning to a fly-by-wire system. It appears to be even further
away from Implementation than fly-by-wlre.
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i! Figure 5.12
i FLIGHT CONTROLS SYST_ CER
i" C8 (Thousands of $FY77)
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F. INTEGRATED PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
Integrated pneumatic system (IPS) is a term often applied to the
'_ combined pneumatic, air conditioning, antl-icing and auxiliary power
systems. Although these systems are treated separately in Military Stan-
_._ dard 1374A (except for the pneumatic system, M_ich is combined with the
_ hydraulic system), the manufacturers and their major subcontractors con-
sider them as part of a single system because of their commonality.
Discussion of IPS Cost Data and CER Development
In the past, pneumatic power has been used only sparingly on hell-
copters. In f_ct, for all of the helicopter detail weight statements
reviewed, only helicopters with MEWs in excess of 12,000 pounds incorporated
auxiliary power or anti-lclng systems and no helicopters incorporated pneu-
matic power systems as such. It is anticipated, however, that pneumatic
power will be included on future designs where a heavy lifting capability
Is required and it has even been suggested as a weight saving alternative
for blade cyclic control.
One of the subcontractors who provided the cost data for transport
aircraft IPS was contacted regarding helicopter IPS costs. It was suggested
that IPS CERs developed for transport aircraft would be appropriate for
helicopters. Thus, small transport aircraft CERstl!"" were modified by deleting
system level assembly and profit and inflating them to reflect $FY77.
The IPS CERs are:
System Equation
Auxiliary Power C9 = 234W9 Q-0.0896
Pneumatic* C12 - 137w12Q-0"0896
Air Conditioning C16 - 208W16Q-0"0896
Anti-Icing C17 = 213W17Q-0"0896
i Learning curves of 94 percent were assumed.
* A CER for the pneumatic system is only provided for information, since
_. (as noted) no helicopter studied had a pneumatic system defined as such.
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Th_ integrated pneumatic system CERs, except for the pneumatic system,
are presented in Figure 5.13. This figure represents the cumulative aver-
" age cost of I00 units in $FY77 and includes only in-house production and
subcontractor costs, as discussed in Section 3.
Perceived 'validityof IPS CERs
As noted above, the helicopter IPS CERs are based on a subcontractor
statement that the cost of these systems would be essentially the same as
that of their small transport aircraft counterparts. Because no specific
data for helicopter IPS were obtained and no detailed analyses were performed,
relatlvely low confidence values have been assigned to these systems. Con-
fidence values assigned to the four systems are shown below. Those assigned
to their small transport aircraft counterparts are shown in parentheses for
comparison.
System Confidence Value
Auxiliary Power 3.5 (4.5)
Pneumatics 6 (7.8)
Air Conditioning 3 (4.0)
Anti-Icing 6 (8.4)
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_. Figure 5.13
INTEGRATED PNEUMATIC SYST_ CERs
C9,16,17 Thcusands of $FY77
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i_ G. INSTRUMENTS AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS
:,i_ Discussion of Instrt_nentand Avionics Systems Cost Data and CER Development
<,_ Instruments and avionics costs are difficult to estimate for two gen-
eral reasons:
!i:i'
_'_!i/': . Rapidly advancing tec_mology is simultaneously decreasing the
weight of existing equipment while bringing state-of-the-art
equipment to the market with greatly improved capabilities at
a higher unit cost.
• The avionics equipment installed is largely a customer option
and _my vary greatly on any given helicopter model with its
mlssion, the extent to which the customer wishes to malntaln
i_i__ standard equipment within its fleet or other unique user
requirements.
i!
i AS an indication of how much avionics costs can vary, the following
ranges of costs per pound for helicopter avionics equipment items were
!!.:_ observed:
Item Range
Gyrocompass $77- 329
Automatic Direction Finder 97 - 190
High Frequency Radio Set 94 - 372
Costs per pound in excess of $2,000 for some avionic equipment items were
observed.
In addition to the above general reasons, there were specific problems
with the available cost data which undermined their credibility:
• Quantity data were not available.*
• In several cases, weight and cost data were not available for
all avionics equipment installed on a helicopter.
• This may not be a problem because 95 percent learrlng curve slope is
typical for avionics equipment, and_ Judging from the quantity of heli-
copters procured, and from the fact that a given item may be found on
many helicopter models, the items may have been on the flat part of the
curve.
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_i'i_ • In several cases, the torai avionics equipment weight exceeded
i_ that indicated c_,the weight statement.
Nevertheless, the available cost and weight data included electronic
_ equipment items from 8 different helicopter models, including 14 types. These
_, data were broken into the categories defined above and carefully analyzed to
eliminate une_Flalnable outliers. The average cost per pound for this equip-
ment was about $180, with a standard deviation of about $I00. A regression
analysis was then performed to develop the following CER:
C14A - 13,693 + IIOWI4A
This CER has an r2 of 0.7621. It is emphasized, however, that the estimate
could be from 25 to 200 percent of the actual cost, depending upon the
functions required and the equipment selected to perform them. It is noted,
however, that, when communicationa equipment comprises a relatively high
proportion of the avionics equipment, the cost will tend toward the lower
(say, 70 percent) part of the range.
As mentioned, learning was impossible to determlne from the available
data; however, it is quite possible that the items represented by this CER
are on the flat part of the curve. This CER yields much lower cost esti-
mates than does its transport aircraft counterpart. This is logical, given
the less complex nature of helicopter avionics equipment.
Evidence indicated that instrument equipment costs were lower than
avionics equipment costs. As a result, a CER which eliminated the constant
factor appears to represent the limited data available. It is, simply:
CIOA = IIOWI0A
Other instrument and avionics items include supports and rack structures,
antennae, etc. The CERs for these were developed from those provided for their
transport aircraft counterparts(1) by ellminatlng system level assembly and
profit and inflating them to $FY77. These CERs are:
System Equation
Other Instruments CI0B - 140WIoBQ-0"184
Other Avionics C14B = 140WI4BQ-0"184
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I A learning curve of 88 p_rcent was incorporated into the equation.
These CERs are pre_ent._din Figure 5,14. _f_ flRure represents
- the cti_ulativeaverage coat of I00 u_titsin 1977 dollars and includes
only in-house production _nd subcontrac:torcosts, as discussed in Section
3.
t' 11_eInstruments and avionics CERs provided above at the aubsystma
level should bo used whenever possible to in_,_regreater accuracy, l_ever,
if only total system weight data are avatlabJ,._,the following total system
| CLRs w_'rederived for In_;trumentsand avlo_Ics, respectively:
Cl0 ,. 125WI0 Q-O,Og_)b
,,6841 + 125Wi_ Q-0.OB96C14
Perceived Validity of In._tr_ments a_d Avionics Systems CF.I_a
As noted, the avionics equf,_mentCER had a correlatloa coefficient
of 0.7621. It was, however, ba_ed on le_s than optlsmt data. Therefore,
a confidence value of 8 was assigned to It in accordance wlth the criteria
provided in Table 3.3. Sir,cathe instrument equipment CER was based largely
on the avionics equip_,entCER, a lower confidence value of 5 was a_slgned
to i_. A confidence value of 6 was assigned to both other instruments and
other avionics. Because of variance in the portion of equilraent and other
_terlal, lower confidence va1_es were assigned to the total system CEEs:
4 for Instrun,,entsand 6 for ttvionlcs.
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H, HYDRAULICSYST_4
Diactmalon of llydraullc_stem Cost Data and CER Develo_.._n___t
_e hydraulic system CER was developed based on subcontractor-pro-
_, vtded lnfot_ation a6 well aa on assumptions made regarding the analogy of
certaia components to their transport aircraft counterparts. (!)
i liydraulic pumps are the key coat driver in the hydraulic _ystemo
D One pump is provided per engine and, since it in usually limited to pro-
riding power only for the hydraulic flight controls, its output is steelier
than tin transport aircraft counterpart (20 to 50 HP, compared to 100 RP
or _re). _ere Is greater concern for weight on helicopters and, as a
result, their hydraulic pumps are lighter on a per horvepower basis than
) their transport aircraft counterparts. Helicopter hydraulic pumps, there-
! fore, cost about $100 to $200 per pound, compared to $65 to $75 per pound
for their transport aircraft counterparts. In certain Installations, hy-
draulic pu_p/starters are used and once the engine is started by the unit
it then [unctions as a pump. This provides self-sufficiency in the field
as ground support equipment Is not required. The total cost of these pump/
starters is between _;3,500 and $5,000.
_e cost of reservolrs_ accumulators, filters, regulators, valves
and manifolds is higher for helicopters than for transport aircraft, pri-
marily because of the increased design and manufacturing difficulty incurred
by making them smaller. Collectively, these items cost between $75 and
$125 per pound.
l_e cost per pound of the remaining items (plumbing s fluid, and sup-
ports and miscellaneous) is the same as for their equivalents in the flight
control system, which was discussed above.
The CACIo0 cost per pound for helicopter hydraulic systems is developed
In Table 5.2, in accordance with the methodology discussed in Section 3.
The followtt_g hydraulic system CER was calculated:
CI 1 . 91Nl I Q-0.0896
A 94 percent learning curve was assumed.
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Table 5.2
._ _DRAULIC SYSTF.H
"i_ :' COSTS AND CONFIDENCEVALUES
_ Component % of Cost per
_onent or Subas,s_ System Weight Pound Confidence Value
Hydraulic Pumps 17 % $I00-200 9
Reservoirs_ Accmnulators,
Filters, Regulators,
Valves and Rnnifold_ 18 75-125 5
Plumbing 27 20- 60 6
Fluid 26 0.68 8
Supports and Miscellaneous 12 25- 75 3
I00 % $ 39- 82 6.5
(avg. $60/pound)
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, The CER is presented in Figure 5.15. This flgure represents the
cumulative average cost for I00 units in 1977 dollars and includes only
in-house production and _ubcontractor costs as discussed in Section 3.
Percei e Valldlty syste
A confidence value of 6.5 is developed in Table 5.2 for the hydraulic
system CER, in accordance with the methodoloKy indicated in Section 3. Com-
ponent or major assembly confidence values for plumbing, fluid and supports
and miscellaneous are the _ame as for their flight control system equivalents
which were discussed above. A relatively high confidence value (9) was
assigned to hydraulic pumps because of the detailed discussion provided by a
subcontractor. On the other hand, the aggregated cost per pound estimate
for reservoirs, accumulators, filters, regulators, valves and manifolds was
assigned a relatively low confidence value (5) because it was based on
assumptions regarding analogies and detailed infol_atlon was not available.
EmerglngYechns,loJ,2_
Power-by-wlre, which was discussed briefly with the flight control
i
system, would affect the cost of the hydraulic system. Since hydraulic
system components would be colocated with the hydraulic flight control
actuators, plumbing would be eliminated, even though additional pumps would
be required. _]is implies a slgnlflcantly increased hydraulic system cost
per pound.
i
/
/
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F_gure 5.15
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I. ELEC IC,SYST
ii ii
':' ii__ _Discussi°n of Electrica! S_stem Cost Data and CER Develo me__e__
Very detailed cost data were obtained and reported for transport air-
'_ craft electlcal system components. (I) The subcontractors who provided
i_ these data were contacted and questioned regarding their applicability to
helicopters. They indicated ':at the electrical system major components
and subassemblies for transport aircraft were identical to those for heli-
copters_ with the following key exceptions:
• Since helicopter drives operate at a constant speed, constant
speed drives (CSDs_ are not required. This results in a slg-I
nificant cost savings.
• IIelicopters use less aoph_aticated electrical controls than do
transport aircraft; these items, therefore, cost only about two-
thirds as much.
By applying these considerations to the detailed transport aircraft
system cost data: (I) a total CACI00 for helicopter electrical
electrical
systems of about $74 per pound was estimated. _e foll=wing electrical
system CER was calculated:
,, Q-0.0896C13 143W13
A 94 percentlearningcurve was assumed. A cost of about $86 per poundwas
estimated for an all DC helicopter. Thus, an upward adjustment of the CER
would probably be appropriate if an all DC system was contemplated.
....... | The CER for a typical AC/DC electrical system is presented in Figure
5.16. 2qlls figure represents the cumulative average cost of I00 units in
1977 dollars and includes only In-house production and subcontractor costs,
as discussed in Section 3.
Perceived Validit_ of Electrical S_stem CER
Because good data were acquired for transport aircraft electrical
systems (2) and because the differences between them and their helicopter
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Figure 5.16
ELECTRICAL CER
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ii_ counterparts were thoroughly understood, the confidence values assigned to
transport aircraft electrical systems were used for bellcoprer electrlcal!4
systems after modifications to reflect tha design differences mentioned
above. A confidence value of 8 was the result.
_9
f i
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'!' J. FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT SYSTEM
l Furnishings and Equip_enr S_tem Cost Data and CER Development
Discussion of
In developing furnfshings and equipment CER_ for transport aircraft (1)
:IS
._ it was necessary to contact many subcontractors in order to represent th_
wide range of items included in this system adequately. Once these diverse
cost data were collected, it was necessary to aggregate these items into
categories with other similar, related items. _e relative mix of these
categor:Lesin the complete system caused the est!mated cost per pound of
the total system to vary by nearly 20 percent from small to wide body tran=-
por= aircraft ($40 to $57 per pound).
A careful analysis o£ detail weight statements for furnishings and
equipment included on five diverse military helicopters indicated that sub-
categories similar to those developed for transport aircraft could be estab-
lished. Further, there was no reason to believe that the cost data used to
develop CERs for transport aircraft furnishings and equipment would not be
appropriate for application to their helicopter counterparts. Thus, the
CACIo0 cost per pound for helicopter furnishings and equipment systems is
developed in Table 5.3, in accordance with the methodology discussed in
Section 3. The following furnishings and equipment CER was calculated:
C15 . 69WI5 Q-0.0896
A 94 percent learnlng curve was assumed.
It is cautioned that, because of the unavailability of detail weight
breakdowns for corm_ercialhelicopters, this CER represents the mix of com-
ponents found on military helicopters only. Although it is expected that
the same furnishings and equipment categories would be found on co=_erclal
helicopters, it is probable that their mix would be different and another
(probably higher) CER should be developed and used for them.
The CER is presented in Figure 5.17. This figure represents the
._ cumulative average cost of I00 units in 1977 dollars and includes only
i In-house production and subcontractor costs, as discussed in Section 3.
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Table 5.3
 is I GS  .QuIP NsYsTCOSTS AND CONtqDF_CE VALUES
i!i'_
/ Component % of Cost Per
iili Major Comp0nent or Subassembly _Welght Pound Confidence Value
'__ Seatsand Chairs 56 % $ 30-36 8
Instruments Panel, Console
Glare Shield, Wipers II 42- 91 2
p
Insulation 15 28-60 3
!-
_'IreDetection 2 150 3
Oxygen 2 51 8
Cargo Handling 5 60- 80 2
Other Emergency Equipment 9 42- 91 2
I00 % $ 36- 55 5.7
(avg. $46/pound)
i; 5-4O
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_ Perceived Validlty,of Furnishings and_Eq_pment System CER
i :'ii A confidence value of 5.7 is developed i_ Table 5.3 for the furnishings
i_,_ and equipment CER, in accordance _-i_hthe _ethodology discussed in Section 3.
'_ A!thoughtheconfidencevaluesassignedtomostof theindividualcomponents
ormajorsubassemblleswerequitelow (2or 3), theoverallconfidencevalue
is considerably higher because of the good cost data available for seating
and thehighproportionof s_ating(56percent)in thesystem.It is again
:!_ noted that both the CER and the confidence value are applicable to furnish-
ings and equipment systems for military helicopters ,'_dthat these could
changesignificantlywhenappliedto commercialhelicopters,
•-6. 5-42L
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114 Discussion of Load and Handling Sy,ste.m Cost Da.taand CER Development
The load and handling system represents an insignificant cost in the
production of a helicopter (less than one percent). _ it is such a minor
item_ no independent research was devoted to this system. Because of its
similarity to and location in t_e body_ it was assumed to have the same
cost per pound as the body.
The CER is:
WI8 C4C18 "
Perceived Validity of Load and IIandlingCER
Because no cost data were collected for this system and but nLlnimal
analysis was performed, a very low confidence value (I) was assigned to
the load and handling system CER, in accordance with the criteria in
Table 3.3.
r
i:r
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}_ I. IN,-tIOUSEASSF_LY
i. ln-house assembly includ¢'_ all lsbor by the h,,|lct, pter raanufacturcrrcqulrt.d to Integrate major compo{It,_ta slid uuba_:_errbllea Into a f lnlsht'd
L helicopter, "the followlu._ cost elements are included: major and minor
ausemb, ly, tr_tallatton and checkout, end qualily control. A description
of all recurring production cost eltr_ent_ it_ included tn A_pendlx A,
t;hlle soni€ of this cost could b_ attributed to individual systems,
{ the proportion would undoubtedly vary significantly' ar'_ong them. For
example, the in-houuo a_e=bly associated with th,, body vould be much
greater than for th_ auxiliary power s)stem, which could simply be bolted
t_to place. Also, much of this cost Is at tho total helicopter level and
could not reasonably be allocated to the individual systev_s. It is there-
fot'epresented as a separate CER.
Discussion of ln-ltouse Ags_blx Cost 1_,_ra and C_;R Dovelo_
Data were not available for in-house asserably Costs per se and, as a
result, they were estl,._ted based on total airfra._e co_t data which wore
available. (2) It was assu_t_d that the total specified cost represented:
• All in-house prcduetion and subcontractor costs except those
associated with government furnished equipraent (wheels, breaks
, and tires, bare engines, instruraentsatadavionics equipment);
• All £t_-houseaascrablycosts;
• Profit was not Jttelud_,d,
FtJurtcen helicopt,,,r ;_dels _:re lflentifte,i for _hich both detailed
weight and cost data were available. Problems with ,_ome of the cost data
(such a.,; the inc].usion of non-recurring costs) roJuced this :;ample to nine,
which represented helicopters with M_7,¢sfrom about 2,000 to over 20,000
pounds. The following methodology was followed I'4estimating In-house
pt'odt{ct ton t'os[s:
Rt_lltng a_,_;t.r_b!y, bare c-'agine, i_u_rtt:_._,_t ,rodavio'aics woi_;ht.s
wet'e omitted fVt:ra the d_ta.
\1
• The _yatt:_levelCERs were a_pltedto all r_Intng act,c_luQtghts,*
" • The calculated airfr,_me unit weights frequently disagreed Jllghtly
_ (say, _5 percent) w_th thoae indicated in the source. (2)** Thus,
the cost usa prorated and adjusted accordingly. For example, if
................ the total co,_t estimate wan based on a total weight of 950 pounds
and the coraparable reported weight was 1,000 pounds, the estl_ato
was adjusted upward by 5 perem_t.
1
• The source .'oat data h_,re adjusted to GACI00 in $I_t77 for conpara-
bility.
• 'the actual total cost was divided by the estl_ted cost to determines
a factor for in-house aaaerably,
The two tandem lmlicopters included in the saraple were observed to
have sig_ifieantly higher in-house assembly costa than tile others, **a In-
house assembly is, therefore, estiraated to represent 46 percent of total
rccurrin h production cost for those lilts which co_prise alrfra_ae unit weight
for single helicopters mid t_4 percent for tandems at 100 units. In-h_mse
aasc_biy was shown to represeat about 33 percent of the recurring production
cost oil tra,_:_port .aircraft. Thus. hellcoptert_ are shoes to b,_ ,,m!_euhat more
expenalve to a_sembly on a per pound basts than are transport aircraft, which
is not aurprlsfn_,,_ conai,lerlng thctr relatively light weight and c,,_parabl¢
cotaprex t t y.
• It is. of course, po_atbl,,, that errors could occur here. Still, the con-
ftdetice levels indicated for thence CERa was such that it was saatuaed that
any error rrsvitin_; tro_. _heca for a particular helicopter t_auld be a,'_all
and rand€tale positi_,e t_r negative.
• * k'ht,n ::ource welght.q varied by production lot. aa average weight was used.
• _* It is quite po,;siblr that the ._igniflcantly higher in-.house asse,'_bly fac-
tor calcuTated for tandem helicopters la in fact a proxy for _ther factors
itlC[udi[lg t for examplc_ ta,_rc¢_,.mplex designs or technology, higher co-_ts
t?Xpt}rlt'llt't'd for t_ ta|t'tt_l ' O[ pl'OdtlC[T{OII, or #2vt.'ll a It*I_S C['I lit'It'll[- operation.
Dat4 were tier available which _,tOIllt| tsni|blt? SUCh a deter:_islation to be _mtde,
The following CF_ uere developed for in-hou_e asaenbJ, y. Aa indicated,
they are a function of all items typically provided by the _anufacturer.
_,, Attetapts were _,.ade to incLud_ all ttyatems Ln the equation, however, the
cost variance for engines, [nt_trument8 and avionics was too great to enable
this to be done. The learning curve ulope included in the tn-house assembly
equation is relatively nteep because of the large portion of hand labor
• Involved.
Equation Notes
I
C19 - 5.325 Ci- EC Q-0.3959 Single: I - 15C,7A,I0,14}IA-I J
. - xc,[o -°'3°s9 _and_: J - {SC,TA,IO,t41
cl9 j
b
P_rcel_vedvat !dt.._ or In-t_ou_,e_,e2t_Ay C_:._.._
Confidence values of 8 and 6 are. a_;lgt_ed to the in-house assembly
CERs for single and tandem helicopters, respectively, as _ore data were
available for single helicopters and the stand.,trd deviation for the,. was
relatively s=aAl (±15 percept).
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APPENDIX A
_- DESCRIPTION OF RECURRING PRODUCTION COST ELD(E.VI'S*
IN-HOUSEPRODUCTIONincludes all labor and raw material related to
!! the production of major component_ and subassemblies by the helicopter
_, raanufacturer. It Includes the following cost elements which are _escribed
below: fabrication, mmtaintng engineering and sustaining tc_ltng labor,
and raw material.
Fabrication labor performs operations in the manufacturing of
d_tailed parts from raw material and includes cutting, molding,
forming, stamping, stretching, machining, heat treating, anodizing,
plating, etching, and deburrtng. It also includes shop coordination,
t as wellas material expediting.t
i Sustatntn_erls__ _ labor includes technical staff support,
customer engineering and product development engineering labor.
Sustainln_,_ toolln_! labor Is expended for the modification and
repair of Jigs, dies, fixtures, molds, patterns, and other manu-
facturing aids.
Ra_ nmterial includes all raw material, such as sheets, bars, and
tubes, as well as castings, forgings, and extrusions.
SUBCONT_ACTOR includes all major components and subassemblies which
ar_t not produced by the helicopter manufacturer. Two cost elements are
Included: outside production and purchased equipment.
Outslde produt'tlon typically includes major subcontracted items,
such as the alighting gear.
Purcha_;e_te_lutpmen[ typically includes flight controls, hydraulics
(pump.q, r_mifolds, reservoirs, filters, plumbing, valve,_),electrical
(generators, battery, wire, power distribution and control equipment,
and light lag), air condit Ionlng (environmental contro! systems, valves,
control_), anti-lcln_: (duct_, electrical), auxiliary power unit,
* The tcr,_inology and groupiug of elements vary for difft_rent ma_ufacturers.
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furnishings and equipment, instruments (flight and navigation
...._ systems) and avionics (communication, flight and navigation).
i,: IN-}lOUSEASS_IBLY includes all labor provided by the heli,_'optermanu-
facturer which is required in order to integrate major components and sub-
', assemblies into a fin_-shedhelicopter. 1"nefollowing cost elements are
included: quallty control, minor assembly and major assembly.
_Quality contro_l labor is concerned prit_mrlly with inspection of
i production and tooling hardware, and with preparation and verl-
b
ftcatton of tests and associated paperwork, Inspection t,f sub-
contractor supplied items, both in plant and out of plant, is
considered to be an overhead cost.
Minor assembly labor includes those operations which contribute to
the manufacturing of an end item consisting of two or more fabricated
parts and/or the Joining of two or more assembled parts into a major
component. This may be accomplished by welding, riveting, solderlng,
boltlr,g or other fastening methods.
_.[ta_ly labor is broken into three subcategorles"
I. Sectional assembl! labor includes the effort which produces
assemblies which are manufactured and controlled to a unlqae
configuration for a specific helicopter. It includes both
"non-posi=ion" and "fixed position" stages o[ the airframe con-
struction. The "non-posltlon" operatlc,_scan be set up in any
factory location where space is available and usually result in
I subassemblies which will be used in the "fixed positions." The
"fixed positions" in the factory area can result in a completed
structural subsection or a wl_)lesection.
2. Installatlon and checkout labor operations are performed in
installing non-structural equipment and systems in an air vehicle
or a section of an air vehicle. Operational and alr-worthlness
checks of both equipment and airfran_estructure are also included
as is the installation and checkout of all eluctronlc:;,avionics,
electrical systems and wiring.
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:i:i_ 3. Hiscellaneous labor consists of operations such as metal bond
i _ testing, cleaning, seallng, and paioting.
_m
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APPENDIX B
_ SU_L_RY OF SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS
_;? ! I. WING SYSTEM
: Helicopters typically do not utilize wings, although some more recent
i designs have incorporated small wing stubs to improve aerodynamic character-
istics or to carry military stores. Unlike the wings on fixed wing aircraft,
! helicopter wings generally Include only a simple box structure and do not
norl_lly have control surfaces. Therefore, they do not have to aeconuuodate
flight controls, hydraulic items or fuel systems. They may serve as falrlngs
i
or wheel wella for retracting landing gear.
?
{. 2. ROTOR SYSTEM
i The rotor system consists of the blade assembly and the hub and hingef
[ assembly. The blade assembly includes the interspace structure, leading
; and trailing edges, tips (if not integral), balance weights, and mounting
!_ i hardware and blade foldings. The hub and hinge assembly includes the yoke,
universa! Joints, shafting between the rotor system and the drive box,
spacers and bushings, lubrication system, fittings, pins, drag brace, _eten-
tion strap assembly, and fasteners and miscellaneous hardware.
3. TAlL SYSTF_!
A tall system may not be present on all helicopters, since tandem
designs do not necessarily require a tail. The usual tall system includes
_ all the aerodynamic surfaces and the mounts for the tall rotor. The hell-
copter tail is a simple structure similar to the wing structure in that
control surfaces are not usually incorporated. The tall rotor and the main
rotor are defined similarly.
4. BODY SYSTEM
The body system consists of the fuselage shell structure, door and
_ window frames, doors, windows, floors, bulkheads, cockpit windshield, and
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radome. Door actuation mechanisms, airstairs (when installed) and loading
ramps are also incldded.
5. ALIGHTING GF3%R SYSTEM
l|elicopters have two general types of alighting gears. Smaller hell-
i_ copters (under about 3,000 pounds MEW) usually have skids which are fixed
runners and which support tlts airframe on landing. Larger helicopters
generally have fixed wheel-type alighting gears to enable them to be towed
on the ground nnd to take off non-vertically. This mystem includes landing
gear _tructure, which is made up of struts, side and drag braces, trunnlons
and attachment fittings. The alighting gear controls include components
for braking, steering and retraction (on a few newer models). They also
include lines from the cockpit controls to the landing gears. The rolling
assembly includes wheels, brakes and tires.
6. NACELLE sYsr_!
The nacelle system includes the engine mount, firewall and cowl struc-
i
ture, engine air inlet, otl cooler scoop and miscellaneous installation hard-
ware.
7. PROPIILSION SYSTEm|
the propulsion system includes three main subsystems: the powerplant,
'he drive, and the fuel system. The powerplant subsystem includes the dry
engine, residual fluids and installation hardware as well as related com-
ponents: starter, air inductor, exhaust and cooling items, lubrication
systems and the engine controls. The drive subsystem includes the gear
speed reducers, transmission drive, rotor brake and shaft, and lubc system.
The fuel sub_;ystem includes the fuel fill and drain system, fuel dlstribu-
, tlon sy:_tem, fuel vent plumbing and fuel tanks.
!
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8. FLIGIITCONTROLS SYSTEM
._ _ The helicopter flight controls system includes: cabin controls (cyclic
!_, (ontrol column, collective pitch levers and rudder or tail rotor pedal);
' ]
_. mechanical operating mechanism (swash plate, stabilizing bar, linkages, bear-
ings and levers, bellcranks); hydraulic controls; fluid; and miscellaneous
I hardware.
9. AUXILIARY POWER SYSTEM
Tile auxiliary power system supplies all power for ground operations
in lieu of ground support equipment. These operations include: cabin
ground air conditioning, engine starting, and driving a generator for
electric power.
I0. INSTRUMENTS SYSTEM
Instruments perforn_basic monitoring and warning functions associated
with the flight of tllehelicopter: electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic
systems operation, engine operation and fuel quantity. The instruments
system includes cockpit indicators and warning lightsp transducers, signal
inputs, circuitry, and the monitoring devices.
II. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
I The hydraulic system on helicopters is required primarily to provide
hydraulic power to the hydraulic flight controls. In a few cases, hydraulic
I power is also used for landing gear retraction and to power cargo handlingacc ssories. Th hyd aulic syst m includes: pumps, reservoirs, accumulators,
filters, regulators, valves, manifolds, plumbing, fluid, and supports and
' mounting hardware.
12. PNEUmaTIC SYSTEM
Curiously, none of the helicopter weight statements examined indicated
the existence of a pneumatic system. Thus, the following description Is for
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fixed wing aircraft but should be applicable to helicopter designs whlc:h
might incorporate a pneumatic system.
The pneumatic system includes all heat exchangers and ductlng, which
ii_ carries pressurized ari from each of the maln engines and from the auxil-
lary power unit (APU). The pneumatic system provides compressed air for
cabin pressurization, air conditioning and ventilation, engine starting,
ice prevention and turblne-driven supplementary or emergency hydraulic power.
13. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The electrical system supplies power to a variety of helicopter
operating components, including, among others: lights, avionics, instru-
ments, passenger and cargo doors, cargo hoist, and envirom_ental control
system.
The electrical system consists of the AC power system, the DC power
system and the lighting system. The AC system includes power generating
equipment, while the DC power system includes converters and batteries, and
both include the necessary controls, wiring, cables, fittings and supports
to distribute the electrical power from the power source to the electrical
power center.
The lighting system includes all interior and exterior lights, together
with the switches, associated circuitry from the electric power center, and
support hardware.
The wiring and circuitry leadlng from the electric power center to the
various components which use electricity are included with the respective
systems.
14. AVIONICS SYSTEM
The avionics system is separated into four subsystems. They are
described in the following paragraphs.
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,Integrated Flight Guldanee and Controls Subsystem
! The integrated flight guidance and controls subsystem includes the
._ autopilot unit, the flight director unit, the gyrocompass unit, the attitude
! and heading reference unit, and the inertial navigation unit. These units
_ are interdependent and may be either separate, interconnected units or one,
, integrated functional unit. All indicators, servomechanisms, and associated
circuitry, supports and attachments related to the integrated flight guid-
ance and controls subsystem are also included. Although usually colocated
with this subsystem, the auto-throttle/thrust management unit is part of the
propulsion system because it functions to control the engine.
I Communication Subsystem
The communication subsystem is separated into internal and external
units. The internal communication unit includes the interphone system, the
public address system, and the multiplex (MUX) system. The external com-
munication unit includes the transceiver equipment which is used for air-
craft-to-aircraft or aircraft-to-ground communications.
Navigation Sub.system
The navigation subsystem includes all radar equipment, the automatic
direction finding (ADF) unit, the distance measuring equipment (DME) unit,
the doppler unit, the navigation computer units, the statlon-keeping unit,
the tactical air navigation (TACAN) unit, the variable omnirange (VOR)
unit, the marker beacon unit, the instrument landing system (ILS), the col-
lision avoidance unit (CAS), the airport traffic control (ATC) unit, the
radio altimeter unit, the glide slope indicator, and the radar beacon unit.
All of the navigation units, indicators, antennae, associated circuitry
and antenna coaxial cable, and the units' supports and attachements related
to the navigation subsystem are included.
° Miscella,eous Equipment Subsystem
I The miscellaneous equipment subsystem includes the flight, voice and
crash recorder unit, the aircraft integrated data (AID)/malfunction detection
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_ analysis and recording (MADAR) unit, the weight and balance unit (if in-
_ stalled), and the equipment rack structure and mounting hardware and cir-
...._ cuitry.
Furnishings and equipment include a variety of items in the cockpit
and the passenger and/or cargo compartment. In the cockpit, this category
includes all instrument and console panels, seats, insulation, lining, crew
oxygen system, and cockpit door and partitions.
In the passenger and/or cargo compartment, this category includes
seats, floor covering, insulation, side panels, ceiling structure, hatrack
or baggage containers, and passenger comfort items such as galley or lav-
atory installations.
Miscellaneous items include the engine and cabin fire extinguisher
systems, fire warning system, exterior finish, and emergency equipment
(i.e., first aid kit and fire ax). C_rgo loading equipment is also a part
of this system.
16. AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
The air conditioning system, in addition to supplying conditioned air
to the cabin, heats the cargo compartment and supplies conditioned air for
avionic and electrical load center cooling.
17. ANTI-ICING SYSTEM
Anti-icing functions can be performed either by hot bleed air or by
electrical heat. Bleed air systems include all ducting from the main pneu-
i matic source and inner skins, which form the hot air cavities. Electrical
t systems include the electrical blankets fastened to the outer surfaces of
critical items, plus all wiring and controls.
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18. LOAD AND HANDLING SYSTEM
The load and handling _ysten consists of loading and handling gear,
including provi31ons for Jacking, hoisting a_d mooring, and ballast.i
i •
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